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IrrTRODUCTIOli 

What does the foregoing mean? 
I asked. ~1ean? my Gunslinger 
laughed. Mean? Refugee, you 
got some strange obsessions, 
you want to knoW' j'1hat some
thing means after you 6 ve seen· 
itt after"you've been there 9 

or were you out during that 
time? -

---EDWARD DORN (gunslinger I) 



IN'raODUCTION 

Bodhidharma:l Jt • $n Indian Monk: of the dhyana. ~~. (medi

tation) school, came to·Chlna in +526, bringing with him several 

th1ngs: the Lankavatara;Sutra., a robe and bowl that--beginn1ng 
I with Sakyamuni Buddha--~ad been passed down from generation to 

generation as symbols of the transmission of the Dharma31~ and 

an innovative doctrlnal,message. This latter has been charac-

terlsed as follows: 

1) A speclal·transmlssion outside scriptures 

2) Not relyi~g on words and letters 

( 3- :9- .. -k. r:t ) 

J) Directly pointing to man' S !,Und 

( i f~ A- '~- ) 

4) Seeing in110 one's nature and atta.ining 
Buddhahood 

( 9L 1/-1. JJQ 1J ) 

Subsequent to his anrlval in China, Bodhldharma paid a visit 

(-v1-) 
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to Emperor Wu of Liang :~)E\ % p a sovereign who expressed his 

allegiance to Buddhism through the oreation of monasteries and 

shrines. The Emperor ihformed Bodhldharma of these Imperial 

acts and inquired into the amount of merit he had thereby ac

quired. The response wi9,s emphatic: nNo meri ttlt 

Saying thus J Bodhidharma secluded himself in the forest 

where, facing a stone-w~ll. he sat in meditation for eight or 

nine years. (During thls period, he once fell asleep while 

meditating. Angered by this, and to insure that it would not 

happen again. he cut-off his eyelids. When they hit the earth. 

tea plants immediately bloomed; consequently, decoctions from 

this plant are used in ~onasterles as a stimulant for monks. 

It is from this incident that the saying nThe taste of choa -
(tea) and the taste of Chtan are allke~ takes its roots.) 

Towards the end of this prolonged period of r·wall-gazeing" 

Bodhidharma was approached by a troubled wandere'r named Hui-k' 0 

l, ~ whose presence. despite the fact that he stood all night 

in waist-deep snow near the entrance to Bodhidharma's cave, 

was ignored" Desperate. to be acknowledged. he cut-off his left 

arm and made a presentation of it. 

Apparently convinced, by this act, of his serlousness~ 

30dhldharma bid him speak, 

"My heart/mind .I~"" ~s troubled, and I long to be at peacge tf 

"Bring forth this neart/mind and I will pacify 1 t for you, It 

esponded Bodhldharma. 
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"But I cannot bring it forth. for when I look for it, it 

is not there." 

"In that case~ill coholuded Bodhtdharma, "I have pacified it 

for you already." At this~ Hui-kfo was enlightened. Bodhl-

dharma then taught him :the Lankavata.ra. sutr,§:. and transmitted to 

him the Dharma and its symbols, thereby making him the second 

Chinese Patriaroh in the Ch'an lineage. 

SubseQuently. Hui-k'o transmitted the Patriarchshlp to 

Seng-tsan 11 ~ • by whpm it Was transmitted to Tao-hs~n~1%, 

who, in turn, passed the transmission to Hung-jen 5)' ~- • 

Hung-jan, the Fifth Patriarch, had many disciples, of whom 

the most honoured and respected was Shen-haiu 1r~ t the head 

monk. Further, it was assumed by all that the ~ransmission 

would be continued thro,gh him. However, when it came time to 

present the mind-verse that would demonstrate the depth of his 

understanding, Shen-hsim failed: his verse was rejeoted by Hung-

jen in favour of a verse composed by an illiterate peasant from 

Southern China who was at that time 'W"orking in the threshing 

room of the monastery. 

It was upon this "barbarian", Hui-nang ! ~t . that the 

~itle of Sixth Patriarch Wa.s, in secret, conferred" Essentially • 

. t was an emphasis on t'$udden-enlightenment tl i~/J}; that dis

;inguished him and what :was to become known as the Southern 
-I-~ .r!::J 

chool If! --J'- • from the Northern School ;jl ff'- of Shen-hsiu which 

dvocated the importance of cultiva.tion and "gradual enlighten-



Furthermore, it is through HUi-nang that both of the later 

major Ch'an schools--Lin-ch1~ 5$ (Japanese: Rinzai) and Ts"ao

tung ~ ;,)~ (Japanese: soto)--traced their lineage" It is from 

him, then, that "orthodox" Chtan has descendedo 

* * 

The foregoing is a brief, synthetic synopsis of what, 

with minor exceptions of one kind or another, has been tra

d1 tlonally accepted as the way in which Ch e ~m Buddhism origi

nated and developed in China. However, with the enormous 

cache of manuscripts unearthed at Tun-huang in the early part 

of this centurYe the re~iabll1ty of much--lf not all--of this 

account was thrown open to serious doubt. 

Examining all the aspects of this traditional history is 

beyond the scope of this present inquiry; rather, we shall 

limit ourselves here toa re-examination of Shen-hslu--the 

details of both his life and teachings--from several differing 

pOints of view. Towards this end~ our investigation will 

assume the following fotID: 

Part One will co*sist of a re-presentation of the 

traditional portrait of Shen-hsiu p based largely on 

the Platform Sutra and the Conversations of Shen-hu!o 

This will be essentially Adescriptive" in natu~e, and 

concerned with bot~ biographical and doctrinal materialo 
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Part Two will deal with more strictly biographical 

accounts of Shen-hsiu. some of which--as we shall 

see--tend to conffrm the details of the traditional 

image of Shen-hsiu. and others of which controvert 

this image in a variety of ways. 

In Part Three wei shall attempt to construct a 

doctrinal portrait of Shen-hsiu. based on recently 

discovered texts that have either been attributed 

to Shen-hsiu himse:lf t or which 1lfere clearly asso-' 

eiated with his schoolo 

Each of these three parts will be primarily descriptive 

and explicative and wil~. whenever feasible, assume the point 

of view of the texts be~ng considered therein. In the Conclusion, 

however~ we shall adopt' a slightly different stance. From ther9 p 

we shall be able to look back upon the various images of Shen

hslu that will t by then. have emerged, at which point the need 

to be explicitly interp~etive shall become imperative. 

That 1s to 'say ~ after having laid a "base-line" founded 

upon traditional accounts (Part I). and after having plotted 

the pOints at 1'fhlch this differs from other biographical (Part 

II) and doctrinal (Part, III) records, it will be necessary to 

~ome to terms with the question of what--lf anythlng--the dis

~repancies that exist between the "subjective" vision of the 

~h'an tradition and more ftobjective U historical data might 



possibly signify. 

That is, our goal lis not to merely demonstrate that the 

orthodox portrayal of Shen-hslu has distorted certain historical 

truths: that this 1s th~ case is not even a. matter of debate .. 

Rather. it is our hope that through an exposition of where these 

have occurred, some ins~ght into why they came about in the 

first place might be ga~nedo 

In short, this thesis shall attempt to make more readily 

accessible an understanding of how Ch'an has interpreted it

self in relation to Shen-hsiu so that. in turn, we might come 

to better understand Ch'an: what it values and affirms as im

portant, what it rejects as deluded and irrelevant. 



Part One: REFLECTIONS ON A MIRROR 

It 1s curious to note to what 
an extent memory is unfaithful, 
even for the most important 
periods of one's life. It is 
this, indeed p that explains 
'the delightful fantasy of 
historyo 

---~iliRCEL DUCHAMP 



REFLECTIONS ON A MIRROR 

The most w1dely recognised portrait of Shen-hsiu t" J5 is 

essentially a composltiqn of the so-called Southern School of 

Sudden Enlightenment ~R 1i m ;f~. Our aim in this chapter will be 

to examine in detail the delineations of this depiction as 

they emerge from the works of HUi-neng~. R~ and Shen Hut if ~ 
who might be characterised .. respectively. as the "founder'; 

and "st. Paul~ of Ch'an,ls t¥ Southern branch .. 

Towards this end, Wie shall beg1n with the Platform Sutral ) 

and its sketch of Shen-hsiu, followed by a similar exposition 

)r the Conversations of IShen-hu1 .. 2) This section will then 
~ ---. 

~onclude with an explication of the fa.mous "Mirror stanzas N 

see section Cf below) and of the ways in which the image or 

... w;:zz:r; NM mz 

1) .. T48, no .. 2007 and 2008. Of the several English trans
ations available (see Blibliography) we have employed The Plat ... 
orm Butra of the Sixth :Patrlarch~ th~9 text of the Tun-huang 
muscrlpt. -tra.nslated. !with notes. by P. Yampolsky (Columbia: 
~67)" 

2). Tun~huang mss. collected a~d edited by Eu Shih. Shen-
!..!. ho-shang 1. ~ (Shan~hai, 1.930); tre.nslated by J .. Gern~ 
Ltretlens du JIlaitre de phyana Chen-houei du Ho-tsg (Hanoi, 1949). 



the mirror functions as a hermeneutical guide to the controversy 

between the North and South and to the orthodox tradition's 

view of itself and its rivals. 

A. The Platform Sutra 

The Platform sutra 1s traditlonally counted as one of the 

central documents of Chlan. Although it was allegedly compiled 

around +714 by the monk Fa-hai. the oldest extant manuscript 

dates back only to between +820 - 850. 3) However, and despite 

these historico-textmal uncertainties, its influence upon the 

Ch~an self-image is ~lrtually unsurpassed. 

The text itself is made up of varying ~genresd of material, 

though only two of these need conc.ern us here: the biographical 

material in which Hui-neng details the nature of his relation-

ship with Shen-hsiu. and the doctrinal materials which either 

extoll the Southern teachings at the expense of the Northern 

School ~l ~ • or condemn the latter outright. Let us go, then. 

to the text proper. 

Section II of the Platform sutra4) marks the beginning of -
what purports to be a first-person narrative of Hui-neng's life. 

According to this rendition, his father was ousted from an 

official post and banished as a commoner to Rsin-chou in Ling-

3). see Yampolsky, .212 .. ill., p .. 59 and p. 89ff. 

4)., The follow1:ng account 1s a summary of sections two to 
nine 0 Roman numerals lappearing in the body of the text refer to 
the section numbers Qf the sutra; Arabic numerals indicate the 
pages of Yampolsky@ s '(~.E,o ill,,) translation. 
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nan. He died 'ti"hile Hui-nang was still quite young (some ac

counts give age threle) t leaving the latter and his mother in 

a state of dire pove~tYe The two of them moved on to Nan-hal 

where, in order to raise money, Hu1-nang sold firewood in the 

marketplace. 

One day. e. customer took him to the lodging house for 

officials where, upon receiving payment and turning towards 

the gate, an event of capital significance took place; for 

it was at this time that he 

happened to see" another man who was reciting 
the Diamond Sutra. Upon hearing it my mind 
became clear and I was awakenedo 

(II, 127) 

Hui-neng proceeded to interrogate the reoiter and thus 

learned that he had made obeisance to Hung-jen~]. the Fifth 

Patriarch 1i. =til. t who Was dwelling upon the East Mountain with 

over one-thousand disciples. Hearing this, HUi-neng realized 

that the encounter was pre-ordained; taking leave of his 

mother, he set out for Hung-jen's community. 

As section III 0pensp we find Hui-nang being questioned 

by the Fifth Patriareh with regard to his place of origin 

and his reasons for maving come to make obeisance. He replies 

that he is a commoner from Ling-nam. seeking nothing but the 

Buddhadharma 1~ ;* . 
The Master t~en reproved me p saying: fIf you're 
from Ling-nan than you're a barbariane How can 
you become a Buddha?S 
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I replied: 'Although people from the south and 
people from the north differ, there is no north 
and south in Buddha nature.' 

(III, 127) 

At that, Hui-neng was sent to work wi.th the assembly and 

was subsequently assigned to the threshing room where he treadled 

a rice-pounding deviee for over eight months. 5) 

This unfolding ciirama becomes more immediately relevant in 

section IV when Hung.jen, apparently sensing that his death is 

near, summons his disciples. Thereupon he preaches a sermon 

and exhorts his foll@wers to go to their rooms and examine them

se~vest whereby the wise will tfgrasp the original nature (if 'bl] 

of their ;grajna intuition," (IV, 128). Each person is also 

requested to write a verse with the promise that the robe and 

Dharma of the patriarchate will be conferred upon whosoever 

demonstrates, througfu his verse. that he has awakened to the 

cardinal meaning 't} -}..~. 0 

In the ensuing $ection Shen-hsiu is, for the first time, 

mentioned by name. We learn that the disciples see their 

versifying task as f~tl1et the reason for this being that they 

unanimously regard S~en-hsiu as the only possible contender 

for the title of Sixth Patria.rch / ... 1il. Consequently~ they all 

agreed: 

ME 

5)0 This event ~ecame one of the favorite themes of Ch'gn 
painters, especially during the later part of'. the TO ang Dy
nasty when Hui-neng was often pictorially represented by this 
foot pedal alone. see Awakawa. Zen PaintinE (Tokyo. 1970), pc99c 
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'There's no 'point in our purifying our minds and 
making efforts to compose a verse to the priest. 
Shen-hsiu, the head monk, is our teacher. After 
he obtains the Dharma we can rely on him, 80 let's 
not compose verseS o

f 

(V t 12tl) 

However, despite this confidence on the part of his 00-

disoiples, Shen-hsiu himself was much distressed by Hung-jenOs 

request$ In section VI we are provided with a description of 

the head monk's thoughts as he ponders his dilemma: on the one 

hand, the degree of his comprehension cannot be measured by the 

Fifth Patriarch if no mind-verse is submitted; but, on the other 

hand, while seeking the Dharma 1s just1fiable p to seek the 

patriarchship cannot be justified. 

Finally, after much wrestling with his motives 9 Shen-hslu 

crept off stealthily at midnight and, unobserved, wrote the 

following verse on a corridor wall: 

The body is the Bodhi tree, 
The mind is like a clear mirror, 
At a.ll, times 'ii'e must polish it. 
And must not let the dust collect. a ) 

(VI, 1)0) 

Subsequently. Shen-hsiu returned to his room and the narrator 

reiterates that Itno one ha.d seen him'9 (VII, 130)0 

At daw.n~ the following day, Hung-jen happens upon the 

anonymous verse. After reading 1t, he informs a painter who 

had been commissioned to illustrate the corridor walls that he 
< 
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has changed his mind about having the paintings executed. 6) 

This change of plan is aocompanied by the comment: 

It is said in the Diamond Sutra: 'All forms 
everywhere are unreal and false.-?) 

(VII, 1)0) 

And though ostensibly related to the artist's task, one can

not help but see this as a comment upon the mind-verse itself. 

That this 1s the case 1s strengthened--if not confirmed-- by 

the exchange which shortly thereafter takes place between 

Hung-jen and Shen-hsiu. 

Calling the head monk into the hall, the Fifth Patriarch 

questions him as to whether or nClt he had authored the verse. 

When this 1s affirmed by Shen-hslu, Hung-jen says: 

'This verse you wrote shows that you still have 
not reached true understanding. You have merely 
arrived at the front of the gate but have yet to 

I 

be able to enter it. If common people practice 
according to your verse they will not fall. But 
in seeking the ultimate enlightenment (bodhi) 
one will not succeed with such an understanding. 
You must enter the gate and see your own origi
nal nature .. t! 

(VII, 131) 

Thus rebuked, Sihen-hsiu is given a second chance in the 

form of several daysi more thought; leading, hopefully. to a 

6). The intended scenes were to have been illustrations 
of the Lankavatara Sutra. and Hung-jen transmitting the 
Dharma.-See section V, 128ff and Yampolsky £Ec ~., p. 129, 
fn. 25 and fn. 26. 

7). T8, p. 749a, 24: fl fir 1q 718 # jt rJ~ ~ 0 

I 

! 
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better verse. But, heaping insult upon injury, the author tells 

us that "after sevensl days he was still unable to write a 

verse," (VII, 131). 
,/ 

If this accounting of Shen-hsiu is that of a prolilgee fl s 

dlss1pation--and it 1s--the rise of Hui-neng chronicled in the 

following sections 1;s nothing short of the 11Iyth of Upward Mo

bility made flesh. This meteoric ascent begins when one day, 

while in the threshi:ng room, Hui-neng chances to hear an aCO

lyte reciting Shen-hsiu's verse. B) He remarks: 

As soon as I heard it I knew that the person 
who had written it had yet to know his own na.ture 
and to di sceirn the cardinal meaning. 

(VIII, 131) 

Learning that the verse was authored by Shen-hsiu, and 

under the pretense olf desiring to make obeisance to it, Hui-

neng had the young boy lead him to the south corridor. Once 

there, and owing to his illiteracY', he requested that someone 

read him the verse. Upon hearing it, he immediately under

stood its cardinal meaning. Thereupon Hui-neng made his o~~ 
I 

verse; again. since he could not himself l'1rite, he had some

one transcribe it upon the western wall in order that he t too,

m.ight offer his own original mind f/~'. Hui-neng's verse said: 

Bodhi originally has no tree~ 
The mirror also has no stand. .. 

8). Note the parallel between this 'chance hearing' and 
that of the Diamond Butra in section II; see P.39 abov8 o 
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Buddha nature is always clean and pure; 
Where is there room for dust~b) 

(VIII. 132) 

A second verse read: 9) 

The mind is the Bodhi tree, 
The body is the mirror stand. 
The mirror is originally clean and pure; 
Where can it be stained by dust?C) 

(VIII, 132) 

Upon hearing these versas, everyone in the temple was 

astounded. However, the reaction of Hung-jen himself adds to 

the dramatic tempo of the story: forD although he immediately 

recognizes that Hui-ineng's tUlderstanding of the cardinal meaning 

is exceptional, out of fear he tells the assembly, nThis is 

still not complete understanding," (VIII, 132). 

Despite this PUiblic stance, Hui-neng was privately sum

moned into the hall. at midnight, by the Fifth Patriarch, who 

then expounded to him the Diamond Sutra. In but a single 

hearing, the rice-po~der was immediately awakened and, sub-

sequently, made the recipient of the Dharma; 

Then he tranismi tted to me the Dharma of Sudden 
Enlightenment and the robe. saying: 'I make you 

9). The signif1cance of !!2 verses appearing here, and 
the ommission of the famous third line, "From the very first, 
nothing existslt ;f" *' ~ -i?1 II will be discussed be I OTfT • 

b). % tit- ~ ~;t*~ ~ ej} j;t'Jf- $it -t d 1~ # .. '$ ~~ :'1 0 1~ ~ ~ Jt. ~ge 0 

~ M j;. ,ifj }-i> )'/1: )-£r ;l..f:l 
c) III 1'(; :if: ~ 1;& #-;r /) Jr A e~ it ~ 0 e~:t.JU;$. ;,;PJ ~ 1~1 % ~!1.. ~ 0 
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the Sixth Patriarch.. The robe is the proof and is 
to be handed down from generation to generat1.on. 
My Dharma must be transmitted from mind to mind. 
You must make people awaken to themselves.,@ 

(IX. 133) 

However, fearing that physical harm might come to Hui-neng, 

Hung-jen urged him to take leave at once; his advice was taken. 

Thus it was that Hul-neng p an illiterate 'barbarian' from 

Ling-nan, came to be the Sixth Patriarch and the Dharma suc-

cessor to Hung-jen. It should be noted. though, that in order 

to protect the transmission (which was as "tenuous as ~ dangling 

threadft ), all of thls--necessarl1y--transpired secretly. 

* * * * 
In section XXXIX, the theme of rivalry between Shen-hsiu 

and HUi-neng is resumed; the fact that they both now seem to 

be widely knOl~ would indicate that several years have elapsed 

since the latter's elandestine escape with the Dharma and robe o 

Here, we learn that, "People in sLl1 the world say: • In the south 

Neng, in the north Nsiu'" (XXXIX, 162), though the reason for 

this is largely not understood. The author goes on to remark 

that, although the IDharma is one teaching, people are from 

either the nortn or the south; consequently, the Northern and 

Southern Schools have been establlshedo As for the distinction 

which is made between fgradual'~ and 'suddene~R : 

The Dharma itself is the same f but in seeing 
it there is a slow way and a fast way. Seen 
slowly, it is the gradual; seen fast it is 
the sudden (teaching). Dharma is without 
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sudden or sradual. but some people are keen and 
others dull; hence the names 'sudden' and 
'gradual'. 

(XXXIX 0 163) 

This explanation of the derivation and characteristics of 

the Northern and SOUthern schools and the 'gradual' and 'sudden' 

teachings is surprisingly docile and mild; surely, the obser-

vation that some are keen and others dull is a far cry from 

the later claims that the Northel~ School's method is not only 

deluded, but heretieal as welle 10 ) However, despite this bUrst 

of seeming harmony, the subsequent section (XL) goes on to re-

kindle the diatribic flames that were previously lit beneatn 

Shen-hslu. 

The plot of this episode revolves around'Shen-hsiu's 

curiosity as to the nature of Hul-neng's Dharma a~d method. 

Havlng heard rumours of their swiftness and directness, he 

contrives to have the nature of these claims investigated. 

Summoning his disciple Chih-ch'eng, he said: 

'You're bright and of wide knowledge. Go for 
me to Mount Ts'ao-ch'!. and when you get to 
Hui-neng's pl.ace, ma.ke obeisance to him and 
just listen. DonOt tell him reve sent you, but 
just listen to the essentials of his teaching, 
memorise them t and come bac~ and tell me~ Then 
I'll be able to tell which of our understandings 
is the swifter. And at all costs come back 
quickly or else I will be angry. 

(XL, 163) 

It is grimly ironic and of little surprise that this plan 

l' ; 

10). cf. Gernet, 2£0 ~~t p.178. 
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backfires, for we know from the start, really, that Shen-hsiu 

is not destined to meet with an heroio end. The contingency 

which he seems to have overlooked is that Chih-chQeng could--

or would--be won over; but this, of course, is precisely what 

did happen. 

Chlh-ch' eng heard the Dha.rma [of Hut-neng] 9...11.d 
was at once enlightened, and awakened to his 
original mind. Arising, he bowed and said: Gl'-laster, 
I come from Xa-ch'tlan Temple, but under my teacher 
Rain I have been unable to gain awakening. But 
now, on hearing your sermonp I have awakened to 
my original mind. I wish that, in your compassion, 
you would give me instruction.' 

In short, in his je~lous zeal to know of the Sixth Patriarch's 

Dharma, Shen-hsiu only manages to lose a disciple and to once 

again--and inevitably--be outshone by Hui-neng. 

section XLI is one of the few in which the doctrines of 

the Northern School are specifically described and contrasted 

to those of the South. Herein, the Master questions Chih-ch'eng 

about Shen-hsiu's method of instructing by means of hand1ng 
...... .j.. 

down precepts}f?t t madl tation JE. , and wisdom.~ 0 As to the 

constituent elements of this triad, Chih-chOeng replies: 

'The priest Hslu explains them in this way: not 
to commit the various evils is the precepts; to 
practice all the many good things is Wisdom; to 
purify one's mind is meditation.' 

(XLI, 164) 

Hui-neng remarks that. although this view is wonderful. 

his own is substantially different: 
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The mind-ground['~' ~~Jt not· in error, is the 
precept of self-nature [w-t.k. J; the mind-ground e 
undisturbed, is the meditation 'of self-nature; 
the mind-ground, not ignorant, is the wisdom 
of self-natureo 

(XLI. 164) 

He goes on to elabora,te that. whereas the teaohings of Shen-hsiu 

are designed to encourage those of shallow capacitiese his orRn 

teachings are for men of superior attainments. Furthermore, 

since the core of his Dharma is the awakening of self-nature, 

precepts, wi sdom, and meditation are not set-up .f.::Sz..o When 

pressed to explain this latter's meaning, he replies: 

'Every thought puts forth the ~adlance of 
Erajna wisdom, and when one 1s always sepa
rated from the form of things, what is there 
that can be set up? Self-aw'akening to self
nature p and sUdden practice with sudden awa
kening--there is nothing gradual in them, 
so that nothing at all 1s set up.' 

(XLI, 165) 

By way of brief summary: in the most general of terms, 

it should be clear by now that the flatform sutra's portrait 

of Shen-hsiu is not a pretty one. Marred by an imperfect 

understanding, motivated by anger and jealousy, his teaching 

can but cater to men of shallow capacitieso Shen-hsiu--not 

merely in regard to the patrla.rchshlPt but in every sense-

is truly I·manque'·. We shall go on now to see how similarly 

Shen-hslu is portrayed. by Shen_hui.11
) 

&3 

11)0 For a biographical account of Shen-hui, see Jw Gernet. 
ItBiogra.phle du Ma.itre Ohen-hollei du Ho-ts<S". Journal Asiatique. 
CCXLIX (1951). pp. 29~60. 
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B. The Conversations Of Shen-hul 

The monk Shen-hut (+670 ... 762)12) was one of Hui-nengQs 

immedlate disciples and largely responsible for the Southern 

School's eventual recognition as the "orthodox" ChIen sect. 

In the Platform Butra" Shen-hui is only mentioned twice: the 

first incident 1s concerned with h:Ls arrival at MotL.'1t Ts'ao

eh'1 and 1s not especially significant ~ our concern here;13) 

the second, however. lays the foundations for his later cam-

paign: 

The Master said: 'Come close. In the eighth month 
[of +713] I intend to leave this world. If any 
of you have doubts, ask about them quickly ••• 
(for) after I have gone there will be no one to 
teach you .. t 

Fa-ha1 and the other monks heard him to the 
end and wept tears of sorrow. Only Shen-hul was 
not impressed, nor did he w"eep. The Sixth Pa
triarch said: 'Shen-hul, you are a young monk, 
yet you have attained the (status of awakening) 
in which good and not good are identical, and 
you are not moved by judgements of praise or 
blame. You others have not yet understood •••• 

(XLVII, 174) 

What immediately stands out irl this passage is Hui-neng's 

singling out of Shen-hui as the only disciple with the proper 

12). His dates are usually given as 668 - 760, but this 
has been corrected by Demieville to 670 - 762; see Demieville, 
"Deux documents de Touen-Houang sur Ie dhya.na chinols"l1 first 
published in Tsukamoto Eakushi ~h6~ ki~ne~ Bu~kl6 ~higaku 
ronshu (Kyoto, 1961); full correction appears in reprint of 
same -in Demieville. Cholx d' etudes bouddhlques, (Lelden, 1973) .. 

13} .. Recounted in section XLIV, 169-170. 

...... 
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understanding and awakening, surpassing even that of Fa-hal, 

the head monk$ But more important, 'perhaps. is Hui-nengts 

response to Fa-hai's query as to who shall inherit the robe 

and Dharma of the patriarchate: 

The Haster said: • 'The Dharma has already been en
trusted; that you may not ask. Some twenty years 
after I have died evil dharmas will run rampant 
and becloud the essentials of my teaching. Then 
someone will come fo~~ard and, at the risk of his 
life, fix the correct and false in Buddhism t snd 
raise up the essentials of the teachinge This will 
be my true Dharma.' 

(XLIX, 176) 

The significance of this prophecy 1s that it corresponds 

in every respect with Shen-hui's attack on the Northern sect 

in +7'32:14) in fact, it is ~ accurate that Eu Shih has taken 
I it lit.O indicate that the original version of the ~ ching 

was probably composed by Shen-hui's followers or associatese,,1 5) 

However, we shall disregard the authorship question for the 

momen.t to explore. instead, the nature of this nbattle fl and 

the issues which were at stake. 

* .. * * *' * 

One of the first things to strike the reader of the 

rim S I. 'tim I 'I'M! us nIh 

14 ). Hu Shih originally posited this date as +734, but it 
was revised in light of additional findings; see Yampolsky, .£Ee 
~ •• p~26. fn.72$ 

,15). Hu Shih, r'An Appeal for a. Systematic Search in Japan 
for L.ong-hidden Trang Dynasty Source-Materials of the Early His
tory of Zen Buddhism," p.20, in Yamaguchi (ed.), ~ukky512 
bunk.§; (Kyoto, 1960). 
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Shen-hut fragments is the prominence attached to Shen-hsiu's 

school and the relat1ve obscurity of tha.t of HUi-neng. 16) That 

ls, ln contrast to the impression created in the Platform sutra, 

that people everywhere recognized the superiority of the South

ern branch f we find hereln that it ls the Northern School which 

still dominates the scene, twenty-six years after the death of 

Shen-hsiue 17) This monolithic-ness is underscored by the de

tails of Shen-hui's attack. 

The chronicle begins in +732, in Ho-nan. when at a large 

public gathering an unknown Southern monk rose from the ranks 

of the audience to denounce the dl:sciples of Shen-hsiu. The 

sUbstance of his pronouncement cen"tered around the patriarchal 

succession: 

The Gh t an Master Shen-hslu l, during his life t 

declared that the Sixth Patriarch received the 
robe of the Law at Shao-chou? but he never 
said that he himself was the Sixth Patriarch. 
Today. the Ch'an Master pOu-chi 18) gives him
self the title of seventh patriarch and thus 
falsely establishes his teacher as the sixth. 
This ls ••• not permissable. 

(lil, 94f) 

Hearing such an outrageous and blasphemous charge--and 

r e .. .... --
16). The following account is based largely on Gernet, 

"Entretlens ••• n (sometimes abbreviated Conversat!.ons); sma,ll
case Roman numerals refer to the chfian (isectlons~) of the ori
ginal text, and are followed by the page numbers of the trans
lation; cf. fno2. above. 

1.7). see Pa.rt II, below. 

18). One of Shen-hsiuGs foremost disciples. 
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possibly sensing derangement--one of the monks in the crowd 

attempted to point out the seriousness of such effrontery: 

The glory and name of Shen-hsiu cover the world. 
He is kno~m and he is talked about everywhere. 
All mouths transmit his teachings .. He is most 
extraordinary! To attack him as you have done 1s 
to risk your life. 

(iii, 96f) 

To which Shen_hul unqUaver1ngly replies: 

The Ch'an Master Shen-hs1u is in disaccord with 
the sect of the southo For myself, I have ex
amined the trUe a~d false, I have fixed the prin
ciples of the school, I spread everywhere today 
the Great Vehicle, I establish the true Law and 
make it known and heard by all beings. Why should 
I have a care for my Life? 

(ill, 97) 

From this short interchange it is readily apparent that 

Shen-hui ls launching a two-pronged attack: historically, he 

1s challenging the claim that Shen-hsiu is the Dharma-heir of 

the Fifth Patriarch, Rung-jen; at 1:;he same time, he is also 

contending that the Northern School is not doctrinally- in accord 

with the True Law. 19) With regard to the flrst of these two 

prongs, his argument is essentially a reiteration of the Plat-.. 
form Sutrats account; that ls, the claim that Hui-neng was--in . 

19)e In this context, the following remark by Gernet is 
qui te perceptive; he wri te s: t'rhe an tag 011. l. sm and dl ve rgen t 
Viel'lpoints [between the Northern and Southern Schools] did 
undoubtedly not arise until after Shen-hsiu's death in 706. 
What was in the beginning but an opposition of tend6ncies 
became, for the disciples of the two great masters, a £22-
trinal opposi tion.· tlBlographle. o~,", p.31. 
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secret--confirmed as Hung- jen 0 s su.ccessor. The a.rguments that 

accompany the second prong--the doctrinal dispute--are more 

highly refined than those of the ~~~lt0~m s~tr~. however, and 

will thus be more fully elaboratedo 

At the opening of Chfian iii in the Conversa.tions, Shen

hui makes the claim that: 

••• the words of my grand-master, the Sixth 
Patriarch, penetrated the listeners one by 
one, directly. like a knife; he caused them 
to directly see and understand their true 
nature, with0ut ever once speaking of gra
dualness. 

(lii, 92) 

In another context, he similarly maintgins rigorously that all 

cultivation of concentration originates in error. Further, 

If we declare that this concentration is the 
true one, Vimalakirtl should not have scolded 
Sariputra for remaining seated in tranquility. 20) 

(i, 35) 

Thus, Shen-hul seems to be levelling an uncompromising 

crt tique of gradualness and spiritual cuI ti vatlon. both of' 

which are styled by him as central tenets of the Northern 

School. Coupled with this, he also censures the importance of 

ll2-ch'an ± 1~ --~sittlng in meditation". Again, this latter 

1s identified as a practice advocated by the North; the nature 

of his opposition to it 1s revealed in the following: 

if =r' 

20 
)0 Reference to an incident in the VimalakIrti sutr~, 

T14, p.LJ.75c" 
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1$ 21) The master of Yuan asked: 'The Ch'an master 
Pfu-chi.ooa.nd the Chtan master Hsiang-moe 00, 

these two priests instruct people to congeal 
their minds in order to enter concentration, to 
congeal their minds in order to see puritYeoo; 
they indicate that this is their dootrine. Why 
Ch v an master ~ 8.1 though you preach dh.vana, don • t 
you instruct people in th:ts method:-What do you 
call s1 tting in dhyana 1:. f¥- ? fI 

(iil. 93) 

Shen-hui's reply is truly in the spirit of iconoclasm; in fact, 

so much so that it has earned him scholarly rebukeo 22 ) But. to 

the point, his answer is: 

If I instructed people in this method, it 
would be an 0bstacle to complete awakening. 
'Sitting'l1 tl'i1is is the non-production of 
thoughtoe~h~anae, this is seeing into one's 
fundamental nature. 

(lilt 94) 

A similar sentiment 1s re-echoed in the "Sermol'llt: 

Those who ·freeze their mind when entering 
into samadhl~2J) first drop into an irrele
vant void, afterwards when. they awake from 
samadhi, and their mind works again, they 
discern all the different mundane entities. 
They call this ¥rrjna, the sutras call it 
self-deception. ~ 

21)0 About whom see Gernet p Entretlens ••• , p.43. m.l. 
22)0 Hu Shih has written that Shen-hui advocated a "new 

Ch'an which renounces ch'an itself and is therefore no ch'an 
at all. 1t "Chean (Zen) Buddhism In China. Its History And 

"Method," Philosoph.y Bast And kJest (April, 1953), po7. 

23). A reference to the alleged teachings of the North. 

24)0 W. Liebenthal, il'The Sermon of Shen-hui", Asia Major 
(no.2 p 1952), p.147. 

=W' 
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'* '* *' * * 

Thus far we have presented Shen-huitls explicit critique 

of the Northern School; however p there is an implicit criti

cism also at work in the positive statements that he makes 

about his own teachingso That is, every assertion carries 

with It--necessarily--an unspoken negation ~ those who are 

'outside· the True Lawo This obtains not only with regard 

to Shen-hui, of course, but is equally applicable to the 

Platform Sutra, as well. What, then, is the Southern School's 

own position? 

On the basis of frequency of occurrence and authorial 

emphasis, the concept of °no-thought' 25) (:!!l!"'~ ~ 1; ) 
emerges as at least one important part of it. No-thought 

appears, further, as a central theme in both the Conversations 

and the Platform Sutra and, in many ways, serves as the thread 

that pulls them together. 26 ) We intend to examine this theme 

in detail in Part III, sectIon 'C' ,27) and will thus confine 

our discussion here t.o its more • general' aspects. 

www 

25). see Gernet,. Entretlens ...... p.,12, fn .. 5: see, a.lso, 
Yampolsky, £E. £!1e, p.116f. 

26)., The theme of the identity between meditation and 
wisdom is also common to both works but, as Gernet writes: 
...... meditation and wisdom are but two aspects of the one unique 
reality of ~_~tn Entretiens.ee. pc13n. 

-e-.{l. ; ..... 27) Especially in light of the ll-~ ("beyond thought" 
~~ ,l' ) doctrine that appears quite frequently in the writings 
associa ted \d th the Northern School., 
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The locus classicus--in the Siouthern School 28) --of the 

no-thought doctrine, is section XVII of the Platform Sutra, 

wherein Hui-neng maintains that 1 t; const1 tutes the core of 

his Dharma: 

'Good friends. in this teaching of mine. from 
ancient times up to the present, all have set 
up no-thought as the main doctrine, non-form 
as the substance L 11' J • and non-abiding as the 
basis [7} ] 17. 

(XVII, 137f) 

The passage further elucidates the doctrine, substance, and 

basis in a suitably Chllan fashion: non-form~;fB is to be be

yond form ~;fa even when amidst form; no-thought 1s not; 

thinking, even while involved in thought;d) non-abiding 

is man's original nature (XVII. 1)8). However. despite the 

fact that no-thought 1s ~set up as the main doctrine d of 

the Platform sutra, little more is therein said about it; 

the Conversations, though p give further elaboration. 

In the Shen-hui writings, several facets of the no-

thought theory are expounded. The first of these is that 

no-thought can neithe'r be affirmed or denied from a rela

tive (mundane) point of view. In the following incidente 

the reason for this 1s explained: 

28 
). Like many ideas in the ;platform Sutra this. too g 

is based on--or relatled to--earlier textual sources; see 
especially The A'!.'lakening Of Fa.! th p translated, with commen
tary t by Y. Hakeda ( Ciolumbia, 1967)" 
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'You, Ch'an master. constantly speak about no
thought, and you encourage people to study and 
cultivate itt but I don't know if it exists or 
not. • 

'I don't say that it exists. nor that it does 
not exist. If I said that it existed, it wou~d 
only be a mundane existlng 9 and if I said that 
it did not exist, it would but be a mundane 
non-existence. It is for this reason that no
thought neither is. nor is not.' 

(1, 31) 

Secondly. no-thought 1s described in terms of the ~ ~ 

~ I~ pattern; 29) that iS t no-thought is the activity It] of 

the Absolute (~~ Itreally thus·e); in turn, the Absolute is 

the substance 1;} of no-thought, (i, 52) 0
30 ) 

Thirdly, it is only through no-thought that liberation is 

attalned$31 ) and it is also the means by which the 'common 

man til. J;.. can become a Sage ~ ~: 

The prince of Szu-tao aslced: 'Is no .. thought to 
be cultivated by common men or by Sages? If it 
is a. method intended for the Sage, why should 
you encourage 'the common man to cultivate it?' 

'No-thought is a method intended for the Sage, 
but if cuI tl Viated by a common m9-Yl he will no 
longer be oriented towards the profaneo' 

(i, 51) 

29). About 1'1hi~h see Haked3, .22- ill; W. Liebent:hal, 
'.rne Book Of Chao (Peking, 1948); Fung Yu-Ian, A History Ot· 
ChinesePhilosophl, Violume II, tra.nslated by D. Bodde 
rPrinceton, 1953). This, too, will be briefly returned to, 
below" 

30). cf. Hu Shih, Shen-hut hO-shans ..... p.130. 

31). ~.t pe101: 1R1~ ~ <t tp~ Mfo 

·sm 



However, we find here, too, that little is given in terms of 

the specific method(s} by whioh no-thought is to be cu.lti

vated. Perhaps Hakeda's comment upon the :!!!!-~ passage in 

the Awakening Of Fait~ is applicable here, as well: 

At first glance, this section seems to be 
disappointingly short and elUsive. However, 
what else could have been said about the 
problem?oo([sinceJ~-~ 1s used in the 
text in the sense of ~beyond empirical pre
dication or ~etermination II •• ,,) the solution 
lies in persG)nal experi':::!nce rather than in 
verbal descriptionoJ2) 

Below, we shall return to the no-thought doctrine'and 

to the question of the ways in which--indeed, if there are 

any--it differs from the central tenets of the Northern 

School. 

Co ,The ,Mirror ~~~~ 

As mentioned previously, the enormous block of manuscripts 

recovered from Tun-huang has stimulated a number of scholarly 

researches33 ) and scholarly debates. Of the latter, the now 

famous interchange bet1P1Sen D. T. Suzuki and Hu 3h1h34) ranks 

M&W!O& i .......... !is 

32 )0 

33). 
T'oung Pao 

see P. Dem,leVil.le, "Recents travaux sur 'rouen-houang, rt 
(LVI, 1971), pp.1-45., 

34) • Hu Shih" ItCh' an (Zen) Buddhism ••• It; D. To Suzuki, n A 
Reply To Dr. Hu Shlh.~ Philosophy East And West, (April. 1953), 
pp.25-46. 
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probably, as the most widely knoim example o 

One important 1s!sue which is raised by them concerns the 

relative importance of HUi-neng as compared to Shen-hui, with 

regard to the development of Cheen :tn China. On the one hand, 

Hu Shih contends that Hui-neng (as we 1010W of him) was vir-

tually • created' by Shen-hui, arguing that the infamous dls-

ciple--or his "junior colleagues R-,.fictlonlzed the Platform 

sutra. in an effort to oust the Northern School from its proml-

nent position; the aSlsu..Tnption here being that the Southern 

charges against Shen-hsiu were unjllstlfled. 35) Countering 

this, Suzuki claims that the "message" of Hui-neng is legiti

mate and that" consequently. Shen-huits attack--though a bit 

over-zealous--was but a restoration of the True Dharma to its 

rightful heirs. 36 ) 

In terms of events and chronologles t Hu Shih is no doubt 

correct in maintaining tha:C--but for Shen-hui--the Northern 

School would have continued to flourish. But even granting 

tha.t. what has been gained? Given that the Ch'an tradition 

accepted, and still accepts. this doctored version, how and 

why it chose to interpret itself irl this manner would seem to 

be a more important concern than the mere establishment of 

what happened when. A consideration of the mind-verses that 

were quoted above (p.5. 7fJ provides a case in pOint. 

• 

35). see Hu Shitl t .1,lli .. , passim .. , and 'QAn Appeal •••• It,~18. 

36). Suzuki, £Eo ~., especially pp .. 44-46. 



Though the historical evolution of these mind-verses is 

still not totally clear, several facts are clearly discernible. 

Firstly, as Eu Shih points out, that !!2 verses appear in the 

earliest extant versions of the manuscript seems to indicate 

that the author--not being sure which was the better--opted 

for safety by including them botho 37) 

Secondly, the omission in this early version of the later

to-be accepted third-line (in HUi-nengfs verse) suggests that 

tampering with the verse's form was not uncommon. Further-

more o that the blog~aphy of Hung-jen completed circa +710 

makes no mention of either these verses or the competition 

between Hui-neng and Shen-hsiu. i:s perhaps the most l.Teighty 

evidence in the trial of authentic:1ty.38) But wha.t 1s really 

acoompl1shed by controverting the traditional claim that Hui .. · 

neng authored the verse? If no more 1s said, very littleo 

It is our hope. though, to take the matter further 9 

especially in terms ·of the statements that Ch'an 'is making 

about itself and about Shen-hsiu, when it pays credence to 

the verse. This former (that ls, the orthodox self-image) 

will be examined in the Conclusion, below9 but we shall at 

this point consider the latter--the orthodox tradltion f s 

image of Shen-hsiu. It should be noted, too, that our 

ohoice of these mirror stanzas for consideration "las not at 

-
37) • Hu Shih, tt An Appeal ••• I' It pp.20-21 .. 

38). Ke ChIen, Buddhism: In China (Princeton, 1964),p.353n" 



all a.rbi trary II for 1 t is our cont,sntion that this mirror image 

captures the essence of the Southern School's view: o'r Hui-nang 

and Shen-hslu ll and functions as the paradigmatic guide par 

excellence to the controversy betw'een the two. Which see. 

The phrase "mirror image" possesses a certain ambiguity 

of import, though this is in many ways an asset: in its more 

literary; sense it conjures up the mind-verses themselves r in 

which the image of the mirror symbolically represents the 

nature of Shen-hsiu's understanding and the characteristics 

of his doctrines; at the same time, it literally symbolises 

the fact that. in the f,1atform Sutra, Hui-neng and Shen-hsiu 

are. in every respect, reversed figures. 

In more detail: Shen-hsiuos stanza, in positing an exis

tent mirror ("The mind is like a (~lear mirror") t becomes 

guilty of falsely "setting up".39]1 In this context, Hung-

jen· s quota.tion from the Diamond Sutra. (ffAIl forms everywhere 

are unreal and false t
') can be seen in a new llght. In other 

words, Shen-hslu·s verse demonstrates that he has yet to go 

beyond a dualistic point of view: in setting up some-thi~5 

to be wiped and, thus, som~=one to wipe it--he is wallowing 

in the subject/object structure that was anathema to the 

later Chtan tradition.. In fact, this abhorrence is under-

scored by the fact that the earliest known third-line of the 

-
39). cf. p.12. above. 
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Hui-neng verse (it'rhe mirror is originally clean and pure") ~la.S 

altered to read, "Originally, not, a ·thing exists;' .. 40) In this 

sense p then" the content of the m.irror image in its literary 

aspect epitomizes the doctrinal flaw i'lhich the Southern School 

has used to characterise Shen-hsiue 

Returning to the literal mirror image p the incidence of 

incidents in the Platform Sutra where Hui-neng and Shen-hslu 

are pictured as opposites--in one sense or another--is too 

numerous to permit mention of them all. However, some of the 

more prominent of these bl-nomial pairs may be listed, brlefly~ 

as follows: 

a. whereas Shen-hslu is depicted as the head monk 
and HQ~g-jen's most promising pupil, HUi-neng 
is drawn as an illiterate 0barbarian', fit only 
to pound rice; despite thls. it is Hui-nang who 
inherits the patriarchshlp; 41) 

bo Shen-hsiu struggled for some time before he was 
able to write a verse and, at that, had yet to 
demonstrate that he knew his own nature; Hui
neng's verse wa,s composed on the spot and, fur
ther, he understood and expressed the cardinal 
meaning immediately (ie~ suddenly); 

II 

see above, p.7fo 

Similar to the way in which the stanza was later 
changed to reinforce the Southern School's opposite
ness to Shen-hsiu, it seems, Hui-neng was more or 
less 'de-classed'; that is, in the biography of Hung
jen cited above (fn.]8) it is stated that liui-neng 
was one of the eleven disciples worthy enough to 
transmit the teachinge aThis would seem to indicate 
that Hui-neng was not the unknown illiterate rice 
pounder the later Ch'an accounts make him." Choen, 
l2£. ill .. 
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c. concerning the mer1t of their verses, Hung-jen 
tells the assembly that Shen-hsiufs verse can 
produce gregt benefits, while privately telling 
Shen-hsiu that he has not yet fully nentered 
the gate lf

; viz that of Hui-neng, he publicly 
states that-rt does not show a complete under
stand1ng, yet privately, and in secret, trans
mits to him the robe and Dharma; 

d. whereas Shen-hsiu's disciple Chih-ch'eng never 
achieved aWakening while studying in the North, 
on hearing but one sermon by Hui-neng he was 
totally enlightened; 

e. lastly--and perhaps most importantly--where 
the gradual teaching of Shen-hsiu encourages 
those of ashallow capacity~. Hui-nang's sudden 
method reaches those of Itsuperlor ability". 

In short (and with apologies to K .. Marx), the Shen-hsiu of the 

Platform Sutra is really Hui-neng stood on his head. 

* * * 
Looking back on the portrait of Shen-hsiu that emerges, 

then, from the PlatfG>rm sutra, and the Conversations, there is 

little ~ negativity that appears:: biographical-negativity 

of the type that delights in noting Shen-hsiu's "personal" 

shortcomings, and doctrinal-negativity that stresses the ina.de

quacies and faulty orientation of his teachingc Both of these 

aspects are reflected in what we have dubbed the "mirror imagelf 

and it is our contention that this latter may be used as a 

compact guide to the North/South controversy as depicted in 

later Ch'ao accounts. It seems only too appropriate, though 

none the less ironic for that, that Hui-neng was honoured with 

the posthumous ti tIe: itCh' an }'IIastar of the Great :f.f1rror ft 
-;... ~ f!f.ftP. 
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Ilntereat in the pastil the real 
~ad not the legendary past that 
ls, is not a ~~lvergal charac
teristic of mankind or even of 
civilized mankind. It seems to 
have been largely absent in 
ancient India, where the tlme-. 
lless veri ties of religion were 
what a.ttracted men's minds .. It 
was pre-eminently present in 
Ch.ina.. 

---B. G. PULLEYBLANK 



A BIOGRAPHICAL COLLAGE 

The picture of Shen-hs1u t~ ~ developed in the previous 

sec~ion is characterized by a persistent homogeneity of view

point. in that the Platform Sutra and the Conversations of 

Shen-huift ~ are of a united vision with respect to the posi

tlon--both personal and doctrinal~-that Shen-hsiu ocoupies 

within the Ch'an f~ tradition. In this cha.pter, our aim will 

be to survey the ima;ge--or better, lmages--of Shen-hsiu that 

emerge from several biographical accounts1) and to, in turn~ 

compare them to that of the Southern School. 

We shall begin by examining each of the appended Docu

ments on an individual basis in terms of its historical con-

text. its contents, and its author or compiler, as the case 

1) e The sources for this se(:}tion are translated below 
in Appendix A: bibliographic information may be :tound there 
as well. These documents are sometimes abbreviated, respec
tively, as follows: Memorial, Lanka Records~ Old Ttang Hls
tor.y:, Eminent 11!onks p and EuloS,lo References to them will 
assume the form Ap I1.,2, for example, wherein SA" refers to 
Appendix A, Roman numerals refer t~o the Document number, and 

Arabic numbers refer to the page of the Document. 

(-28 .. ) 
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may bee This will be followed by a thematic investigat10n 

that will cut across the documents as units. The categories 

to be utilised for -chis have been. in part. generated by the 

texts themselves; for the rest, we have "created" categories 

of consideration that are especially pertinent vis a vis the ---
image of Part One as corroboration/contradiction or additionl 

ommission. 

Before embarking upon this venture, however. it should 

be noted that a certain amount of disparate-ness between the 

texts 1s expected from the loutset. There are several reasons 

for this, one of them being that they encompass a wide range 

of literary genres, such as d pure " biography, eulogYt and 

Courtly memorial. Each of these "types" attempts to fulfill 

a special purpose and is accompanied by specific motlvationse 

Thus e the results of these endeavors will vary accordingly. 

For example, the glorification of an Emperor or an his

torical period, the commemoration of an admired figure (such 

as a religious leader). or the chronicling of events in an 

Aobjective U fashion, will each entail differing intents that 

will, consequently, condition and affect the nature of the 

final product. 2) 

In short, a "standard" history suoh as the .Q!s! T'ang, 

2). see C.Se Gardner. Chinese Traditional Historio
sraphJ. (Harvard, :1.938). reprinted t-rlth additions and cor
rections by Yang Lien-sheng (Harvard, 1961), especially 
PPe 7 ... 17. 
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and a "private" history3) such as the Lanka Records, will each 

necessitate that the information dealt with be grouped around 

a differing--and often unspoken--core concern: in this case, 

an Imperial exaltation as opposed. to a. sectarian one. With 

this principle in mind, then, let us turn to the textso 

A. The Documents: Background and Summary 

Document One. Our first doc,ument is a memorial to the 

throne, composed by Sung chlh-wen ~ Z ~, 

nasty poet whose death date 1s variously given as +710 'or 

713. 4) According to Herbert Giles' biography5), he was singled 

out for a military career on account of his "martial appear-

ance." He was appotnted to a. post by the Empress Wu Tse-t'len 

i\. ·~B 1c. , subsequently banished, end finally re-appointed as 

an archivist dealing with state ceremonials. Eventually, he 

was re-ban1shed and allowed to commit suicidee 

q; >c- 1'.:lJ i',:fi, In the Sung kao-seng chuan I'~' \OJ 13 :a' (part of which is 

translated in Document IV). he is mentioned as having visited 

liEiF' & IPS 

3). H. Franke measures 'private', in this sense, by "the 
degree of independence from bureaucracyo particularly from the 
historical offices in the capt tal .. ~ IYSome Aspects of Chinese 
Private Historiography In the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centu
rles,d in Historians of China and Japan, edited by Pulleyblank 
and Beasley (Oxford, 1961)9 PP. 115-1340 

4)0 Yampolsky, in the Platform Sutra (Columbia. 1967), P. 
78, gives 713; Giles, in A Chinese Biop::raphical Dictionary 
(London, 1898). p.6019. gives 710 .. 

S). see G1les, 2E. £!!o~ entry no Q 1829. 
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~ ;"1:: Hui-neng .0:.-' fI~ and having gone to his gravesite. 6) Although 

he may have visited Hui-neng during his period of exile. the 

foundations for this posthumous encounter are extremely shaky'; 7) 

further, there 1s little question that he grouped himself as 

a follower of Shen-hsiu. 

The Memorial itself was wri t;ten sometime between +701 and 

713. 8 ) 1 t is relat! vely brief al'lld 1 ts composition was--as the 

full title indloates--oooasioned by a courtly invitation that 

brought Shen-hsiu to the capital city of Lo-yang7~ r~ 0 Also, 

1 t 1s more concerned with the acc~olades heaped upon Shen-hsiu 

than it is with the details of hi,s life .. 

The text first treats the warm reception that was given 

Shen-hsiu" However. despite the hospitable atmosphere, he was 

apparently dissatisfied with urban life and, as a consequeno9 p 

went off to the mountains and r8fotunded an abode which was dif-

ficult to reach," (A. lei). still, he was near enough to the 

Capital that his longing for his native territories persisted. 

Other information provided by this Memorial is scant. 

There is no mention of Hung-jenJP~ --(other than obliquely: 

"lhe] transmitted the East Mountain's Wonderful Law,d At 1.1)--

WiM d14. , '* = 
6). T50. p.755b-c. 

7). see Yampolsky. £Ee £!! •• p.78f. 

8). That is, between the time Shen-hsiu arrived in 
Lo-yang (701). and Sung chlh-wen Gs death (at the most, 713). 

• 



or Hui-neng; nor are the patrlarchal~R lineages referred to. 

DoctrinallY'" the only concrete statement is that Shen-hslu 

was devoted to the Perfect Principle ~ ~jL of Non-production 

~ tl (A, 1.1). 

Document Two. The Lanka Records t unearthed at Tun-

huang, is the second-oldest extant manusoript that deals with 

the history of Choan, the oldest being the Chfuan fa-pao £h! 

1~' 5! ~-!f-B ,,9) It was compiled by Ching-chUeh 7~ 1t (died 

mld-eighthoentury) about whom very little 1s known. However, 

as his insoription was composed by the famous poet-painter 

Wang-wei;L ~ 10) (699 - 759)--who also wrote an inscription 

for HU1-neng--i t may be assumed t;hat he was a figure of some 

prominence. 

The text. which was probably oomplled in the Kf a.l-yG.an 

l~ ju era11) (712 - 748). is based on a no-longer existent 

work that was compiled by Hsuan-tse ~ ~~ • a contemporary of 

Shen-hsiu. Structurally. it consists of a Preface and eight 

numbered sections, eaoh of whioh corresponds witho and is 

devoted to~ a recipi.ent of the transml tted 1~' Dharma;:;Zi 0 In 

'*i68 en 5'9* 

9)6 T8S$ po12~la-c, contains a Preface to this work; it, 
and a fuller copy. are discussed by Yampolsky, £Eo cit •• po5ff. 

10). Biographioal entry in Giles D 2£0 ~., no.2241. 

11). The various scholarly positions surrounding this 
dating are summarised in Yampol s:H:y , .2l,l. ill., po19, fn.48. 
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order. these are: 1) Gunabhadra ;lL ij~ .&1.. rt , 2} Bodhldharma. 

)f /! , 3) Hui-k'o ~.;y , 4) seng-tsan 1~ J?f II .5) Tao-hsln 

J. 1~ . 6) Hung-jen ~t. .~. " 7) Shen-hslu tt ~ " and 8) p'u ... 

chi ~ ~ e 12) Thotllgh these eight are not referred to in 

specific terms as "Jj)atrlarchs tS
o it 1s clearly asserted that 

a transmission was passed on from one to the othere 

The seventh section, which d.eals with Shen-hslu, states 

at the outset that ne, Hsuan-tse, and Hui-an ~. ~ II were the 

National Teachers @ g~ for three: Sovereigns. It then deals 

briefly with Shen-haiu's early years in a manner that was to 
/, IT{ become standard: having thoroughly studied the Classics f:':;I:. 

and Histories ~ • he was still dissatisfied and longed for 

the Tao;i • 

Thus, he wanders to the borders of the Yang-tze 3.L 1n 

search of fulfillment, and evntually travels to the Chei 

prefecture ~f ·n) where Hung-jan resides. ItFrom him, [Shen

hslU] obtained the lJ)harma of Ch·a.n," (A. II.2). 

No further details are given, about their relationship. 

and the next major episode we are: told of is Shen-hsiue s 

being summoned to tbe Capital in +701. He is widely acc

laimed but, as in tl1le Memorial, l'Ire find that he is not very 

taken with courtly life and goes so far as to request per-

WI .- == .£& 

12). T8.5o p.128)c-1290c; following the Prefa.ce to the 
Ch0uan fa-pao ~ (~f. fnoge above)" a. similar list occurs, 
with these exceptions: it is un-numbered. and no mention 1s 
made of either Guna~hadra or P'u-chi. 

-
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mission to return tG his original prefecture. The Emperor 

(Chung-tsung t ~ ), however. finds this unsuitable and advises 

him not to be hindered by attachments to his homeland (A. II.). 

Shortly thereafter, Shen-hsi.u dies pea.cefullYIl and the 

bulk of the remainder of the text: is devoted to an extollation 

--by both members of' the Court and his dlsciples--of his many 

and varied virtuous qualities. The section concludes with a 

number of selected quotations that are attributed to Shen-

hsiUe Some of these are taken from sutra literature, but they 

all possess a distinctly ~-llke flavour (see A. I1.6-7). 

It should be pointed out that no mention is made of Hui

nang or the Northern/Southern rtf't. Such detal1so as well as 

the doctrinal aspects that emerge in this account. will be 

discussed in section B, below. 

Document Three. 

dynastic history, completed during the period of the Five 

Dynasties ~ft (+907 - 960). It was presented to the Emperor 

It '-71,1 13 in 945 by Liu-hsu ~~ ~ • ostensibly its compiler. ) However. 

this work was, for a variety of reasons, deemed unsatlsfactoryl.4) 

13)0 Howard Levy cites evidence to ind1cate that it was 
actually compiled by Chao-ying li§ ,i]t ; ~1o,sra.phy of An Lu-shan, 
UniVersity of Caligorniat> Inst. of East Asiatic Studies, Chinese 
Dynastic Histories ~ranslat1ons~ Noo 8 (Berkely, 1960). p.21, fno4. 

14)0 Some of these reasons are ennumerated in N. Toan and 
L. R1caud. Wou Ts8-tflen (Saigon, 1959). pe12f. 

-..... 1 a .. • 
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and a "new" ~ history was ordered circa 1050; hence, the desig

nations of old and mew. This latter was presented to the Em

peror in 1060 & Having been supervised by Ou-yang hsiu Mt ~ 
1f 15) (1007 - 1072). a notorious anti-Buddhist. the Shen-

hslu entry was dropped. 

The document opens with traditional comments about Shen

hslu's youth. and his later encounter with Hung-jen at the 

Tung-shan Monastery J.l ~ ~. It then recounts several events 

that have become widely associated with Ch'an: Bodh1dharma's 

coming from Ind1a JC ~. to China, his encounter with Emperor 

Wu it 1b of Liang ft. , the robe and bowl that have been tr311s .. 

mltted since the time of Sakyamuni~~ • and Hul-k t o cutting 

off his arm (At I11.1-2). 

Some blographiaal information is given about Hung-jen, 

and Shen-hsiu's success at the Capital is desoribed. Following 

this, mention of Hut-neng is--for the first tlme~-made. We 

are told that he and Shen-hslu were fellow-students and that 

they were, in all respects. nequally matched." (A,III.3). 

Thereafter, we read that Shen-hslu approached TS9-t'len 

about having Hui-neng summoned to court. The latter declined 

the invitation. Consequently, Shen~hslu himself sent a note, 

repeating the invitation. Hui-neng again declined, and sent 

a messenger to explain to Shen-hsiu that his reason for not 

15). Biogra.phioal entry in Gl1es f OPe ill .• no.1592 .. 
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coming 1s two-fold: first. he fea.rs .that the people of the 

North would find him physically vulgar and would. thus, not 

respect his Dharma; seoond, his former Master (Hung-jan) 

thought him to have a special affinity with the South .. 

In the end, then, Hui-neng died without ever crossing 

into the Northern territories, though his Tao was dispersed 

and transmitted throughout the world. For this reason, we 

are told. Shen-hslu is said to constitute the Northern School 

;lL 1.... and Hui-neng the Southern iW * , (A, 11I.4) G 

Following this, Shen-hsiu' s death a..l'ld his various post-

humous honours are briefly related, and the text oonoludes 

with the note that his disciples ptu-chi and I-fu ~ t~ were 

esteemed by their contemporaries. 

Document Four. The Lives of Eminent Monks consists of -
three recensions, and is one of the most fertile sources for 

information concerning Buddhism in China. The first of these 

cOllections16) was made by Hui-chiao ~ 1:& and covers the 

period from the Later Ha.1'l qt 7t- (ended +220) to clr~~ +520 .. 

It contains biographical aocounts of two-hundred and fifty-

seven monks and refe:rs to tWO-hundred others. The second 

oollection t Further Lives of EmlnentMonks,17) was compiled 

16). T50, pe322-423. 

17). T50, p.425-707. 
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.It ..;,!.,...., 
b tr Tao-hsuan:f;) iii 

" ;J.!::..- -
and covers the period from the Liang Dy-

nasty W. ~e, (+502 - 556) to 667" I-t contains four-hundred 

and eighty-five biographies and mentions tl'lo-hundred and nine

teen other monkSe The Sung cOllectlon18) was compiled by Tsan-

U ¢J 66 ning ~ 1 and covers the period from + 7 to 987. It contains 

biographical accounts of five-hundred and thlrty-two monks and 

mentions another one-hundred and twentY-five,,19) 

Our Document F'Qur comes from this last c~ollectlon and 

its make-up is substantially similar to that of the Old Teeng 

Hlstorl" With regard to Bodhidharma, it adds that he died of 

poison, but 1 t makes no reference to Hui-k' 0" s having cut-off 

his arm. 

What is singular to this document, however, 1s the His

torian C s Commentary f ..... '0 that 1s appended tC) the biography 

proper. 20) This consists of an elusive metaphor that compares 

the North/South contiroversy to the medicinal prescription of 

bi t ter/ sweet herbs: :an emphasi s on one--espec~ially to the ex

clusion of the other--runs contrary to the principle of effeo-

tiveness, (A. IV.5). 

18). T50, p.709-900. 

19). These figures come from Kenneth Ch'en. Buddhism In 

China. (Princeton" 19164), p.248, fn.). 

20). This practice of appending 'judgements' to a text 
goes back to the I-ching ~ ~~ ; see J. Needham. Science and 
Civilisation In Chine, Vol.II, sections 8-18 (Ca.mbridge, 1956), 
pp. 305-307. 



Further, the clonfllct bet'tqeen the Sudden Gate f( r~ of 

the South and the cuI ti yation 11% of the North. is seen in 

similar terms. Also of interest is the mention of Ho-tse 

(the sohool of Shen-hul 11 1r ) which, we are told, prevails 

in the Middle Lando However. this commentator writes that 

the Great Teaching f.. * died with Hung-jen (A, IV., 5) and 

that Shen-hui "erroneously treated the illness wIth only one 

medloine,d (A, Iv.6). 

Thus, though the "two disciples" (presumably Hui-neng 

and Shen-hsiu) were unable to wash the dust off of their 

MasterOs feet, they were able to break his legs with great 

ease, (A, IV.6) .. 

Document FIve. Although it appears a.s the last docu-

ment in this series~ the Eulo5l for Shen-hsiu 1s, chrono

logically. the ea.rliest of them all (with the possible ex

ception that the ~emorial might be a few years older--at 

most, five). It was written in +706, the year of Shen-hsiues 

death, by Cha.ng_y~ela~~K3L21) (667.,. 731). This authour was 

a native of Lo-yang who, after much conscious strivIng. was 

gi ven a post in the Court of the Empress Wu. But, l11te Sung 

chih-wen, he. too. was banished. 

He was la.ter brought back tel the Capi ta.l by the Emperor 

21). Biograph1cal entry in Giles, 2£& £!!., no.134. 



Chung-tsung t~ and, under the following Emperor, Jui-tsQ~g 

,f;.. b d Ml i t f st t d 1 th 1 ~~, , was ma e a n ser 0 a e an g ven e respons -

bll1ty of compiling the dynastlc history. Eventually, he 

again fell into disfavour but was, again, reinstated. And, 

according to Herbert Giles. "his fame rests chiefly upon his 

poems, the pathetlc' beauty of which was said to have improved 

under the reverses of his later life. n22 ) 

The "story line" of this document ls, in essence, quite 

similar to the others we have thus far encountered. His 

version of Shen-hsiu's youth, relation to Hung-jen, stay in 

the Capital, and subsequent death and posthumous glorification, 

neither depart from nor add to the previous accounts in any 

significant wa.y. 

There are other elements, however t that are worthy of 

note. First, no mention 1s made of Hui-neng, or the split 

between the Northen/Southern - sudden/gradua.l factions. 

Secondly, the controversy over the patriarchal succession 

1s also unmentioned. Lastly, there 1s a great deal of ma-

terial related to doctrinal issues, much of which would seem 

to contradict the v~ews that were later attributed to Shen-

hsiu (notably by the Platform sutr~ and the Shen-hul Conver-

satlons). Each of these points will be treated below. 

22). Ibid .. , p.52. -



Bo A Thematic E~qu~slon 

Now that we haye introduced and summarized--(albeit brie

fly)--each of the Documents under consideration, we would 

like to examine several themes that are especially relevant 

to an understanding of' the t:ra.nsj~orma.tions that Shen-hslu' s 

"life" has been subject to. These thematic categories will 

include: Shen-hsiues relationship to Hung-jan, his relation

ship to Hui-neng. and his place In the patria.rchal tradition. 

Also to be included is a doctrinal exegesis. 

It should be pointed out here that this section, like 

its predecessor. will be essentially descript:.ive in nature; 

our more interpretive comments have bean reserved for section 

'C'. below. 

Shen-hslu and Hnng-jeno Wi t~h the exception of Sung 

chlh-wen's Memorial~ which makes no references to Hung-jen, 

all of the Documents share a number of common elements with 

regard to the relationship between he and Shen-hsiuo First. 

they unanimously report that Shel1l-hsiu. after completing his 

classical training, still experienced an existential "lack". 

Thus, he l'1andered abOllt in search of fulfillment and even

tually reached the residence of Hung-jan on the East Moun

tain in the Chili prefecture. Hia: re.actlon is consistent: 

"This is truly my Ma.ster. if 

' .. 
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Secondly, each of these texts reports that Shan-hsiues 

admiration and respect for Hung-' jan were, by the latter, re

ciprocally returned& "Though thet people I have ferried (to 

the 'other shore') are numerous, with regard to complete 

understanding and }i>erfect enlightenment, you are surpassed 

by no one,d (see At 11102, IV.2). 

The subsequent events in Sheln-hsiu's stay with Hung-jen. 

though. vary somewhat from text to text. " Chang-yueh writes 

that he dllligently and unceasingly attended his Master for 

six years, after which HQ~g-jen pronounced that he had ex

hausted the Ea.st Mountain's Dharma (As V .. 3). At this point-

following Hung-jen's command that his disclpleos feet be 

washed, and his suggestion that they slt together in medi

tation-... Shen-hslu tearfully takes leave of him (A, v .. 4). 

In the Lanka Record? the above scene does not occur. 
i 

Instead, we are told only that Shen-hsiu received the Dharma 

from Hung-jen. His leave-taking ls, apparently, to be assumed, 

since the next thing we read there is that. "later, Shen

hsiu resided at the yn-chouan Monastery ~ ~~ in the pre

fecture of Chlng 1ftl .).}) ,tt (At II. 2) .. 

In both the Old Teang Histort and the Lives of Eminent 

Mon~, we read similar accounts of these post-introductory 

events: following his arrival to the East Mountain, Shen

Hslu 1mmediately took to chopping wood and drawing water and, 

&A*&* Mew ,. 



by these activities, sought the Tao, (A, 111.11. IV.l). Fur"" 

ther, both of these documents state that Shen-hsiu went to 

,.;#-> )32 " Mount 'rang-yang ~ 1'J th (which is where the Yu-ch"uan Monastery 

1s located) !.:tter Hung-jen's dea.th, (A. 111.3" IV .. 2). It 1s 

significant that neither document tells us that Shen-hsiu 

received the Dharma from Hung-jen. 

Bhen-hsiu and Hu1-neng. On the basis of the account in 

the Platform Butra. (see Part One, above), one would expeot 

Shen-hsiu's relati.onship with Hu1-nang to appear as an impor

tant corollary to his stay upon the East Mountain. In faot, 

however, neither the Memor~al, the Eulogy, nor the Lanka Re

cords23)-_that is, the three oldest doouments here under 

consideration--ever mentions his name. 

On the other hand, both the Old Ttang Hlstorl and the 

Li ves of Eminent Honks devote sJpace to Hui-nang; furthermore" 

they are mutually corroboratlve~ In both acoounts we read 

that Shen-hslu and Hui-neng were fellow-students, studying 

at the monastery of Hung-jen. With respeot to their various 

oapacities, they were evenly ma1~ched and neither was favoured 

by the Tao, (see ko III.3. IV .. 3). 

Later, while Shen-hsiu was residing in the Caplt@,l, the 

Empress--at his urging, summoned Hui-neng to Court. The 

23). In section Six of the Lanka Records, which 1s de
voted to Hung-jen~ Hui-neng's name appears in the l1st of his 
disciples. T85. p.1289c-14. 
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invitation was refused .. 24) In both versions it was repeated 

by Shen-hslu himself, but these efforts were to no avail. In 

the end, Hui-neng <!lied without without ever crossing-over the 

mountain range that separates the South from the North (A,III.4 

and IV.4) .. 

Related to this question of the relationship between Shen

hsiu and Hui-neng ~s the so-called Northern/Southern or the 

gradual/sudden controversy, to which both the Platform Sutra 

and the Shen-hui C9nversations make frequent allusion and 

reference. In our documents, however, it only makes a brief 

appearance and, as was the case with the subject of Hui-neng, 

it does not appear at all in the oldest three. 

The first mentllon of these "northern"/" s outhern" desig-

nations occurs in the Old T'ang History, and there they are 

given an essentially geographical quality. That is, since 

Hui-neng lived and ,died in the Southern regions~ his 1s said 

to constitute the Southern School: so, too, does the Nor-

them School derive its name from Shen-hsiu's associations 

wi th the geographic north, (A, 111.4,) e 

The text proper of the Ll, ves of .Emi-nent }1on~$1 contains 

"' 
r 

24). In the Q~wuan 1°an5 Wen, cho17 (I, 241), a similar 
incident is relatecL in Rul-nengOg biography. According to it. 
Shen-hsiu and Hul-&YJ. said to Chung-tsung, "In the south is the 
Ch tan 11aster [Hui) -nleng, lfho was in secret given the robe and 
Dharma by the Mastelr [Hung] -jen. It and suggested that he be sum
moned. Cited by Yampolsky, £E. ~.t p.65. 



a similar account, (A, IV.4). In the appended commentary, 

however. the Northern School is associated with the practice 

of cultivation (ie., gradualness) and 1s juxtaposed to the 

Sudden Gate of the South, (At IV.S). The Ho-tse school of 

Shen-hui is also mentioned (A~ IV.5) in conjunction with this 

latter. It should be noted, though, that the commentator is 

crt tical of the entire issue, e:tnd maintains that one should 

only esteem the Dha.rma, and should not diminish it through 

personal conflicts. (A, IV.6). 

The Question of Succession. The issue of patriarchal 

succession 1s a complicated one p especially if all of the 

extant versions of the lineages are taken into account. 25) 

Confining ourselves, though. to the five texts at hand,-

(four. really, sin~e the matter does not arise in Sung ch1h

wen·s Memorlal)--wa find that a distinct pattern emerges. 
tt 

In Chang-yueh's Eulogz, Bodhldharma is said to have 

brought the Ch'an Dharma to Chin.a, where it was transmitted 

to Hui-k'o, Seng-tsan, Tao-hsln and Hung-jen. Presumably. 

it was in turn passed on to Shen-hsiu; this is not explicitly 

stated, though there is little question but that Shen-hsiu 

1s treated as Hung-jenfs Dharma heir, (A, Vo3). 

-
25)0 Aspects of this issue are discussed in 

"Ch 8 an (Zen) Buddhism In China." RbJlosoph.v East 
(April, 1953). ppe3-24; it is treated more fully 
polsky, ~o £!!op especially ppo3-23o 

Hu Shih" 
and West 
in Yam-

-



In the Lanll:a Record!, as noted above,26) this list 1s 

slightly changed: Gunabhadra is listed 1n the first position, 

thus increasing the "numbers" of the next recipients by one. 

Shen-hsiu is, consequently, 11st;ed as the seventh patriarch 

and his disciple P~u-chi. as the eighth Herein, it is direo

tly stated that Shen-hsiu obtained the Dharma from his mas

ter, Hung-jen. (A, 11.2). 

In both the gJd Ttang History and the Lives of Eminent 

Monks, Bodhidharma is restored to the Number One sloto Also, -
boi~h of these documents include the later-to-be-standard 

elements of his biq,graphy: the robe and bowl, the incident 

with Emperor Wu of Liang, and the excavation of his tomb, 

wherein only his r~be ~d shoes were found, (A, 1I1.1-2. 

IV .. 1-2) .. 

The rest of th~ list is identical to that given in the 

Eulogy, through Hung-jen, (A, 1I1.2, 1V.2). However, that 

Hung-jen passed the Dharma to Shen-hsiu is not mentioned in 

eit·her of these aca-ounts. Furthermore, we read in them 

both that when Hui~neng died, his Tao was dispersed and 

transmitted throughout the world, (1I104. 1v.4); however, 

when Shen-hslu dies, though he is Imperially honoured. no

thing is said about a transmission. But, we are told that 

his two chief dlsc~ples were esteemed_ (111.5. IV.5)e 

26)~ See this Chapter, p.6 and fn.9, aboveG 
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Doctrinal Considerations .. The more doctrinal or philo-

sophic aspects of these documents, as they relate to Shen

hsiue are confined for the most part to the Eulogy and the 

Lanka Records. 

The former of these two opens with a Discourse that--

given that the text is a eulogization of Shen-hsiu---may be 

taken as representing Chang-yaeh's understanding of his Dharma. 

It begins by asserting that the body is empty)~ • and that 

the mind is not re$l 9F jt. Further. to see the body as 

void 3t is the beginn1ng of Mysterious Funct1on~y ~ • while 

viewing the mind as illusory ~J is 1tself the highest truth 

~ (A. V .. 1 ) .. 

From subsequent statements, it might be best to consider 

the above-mentioned mind as "ordinary mind IV I) in contradis-

tinction to a more fundamental air absolute "Mind it. For 

example, we later read that Shen-hslu "clearly viewed the 

Original Mind 4= '-:1 0 ~ (A. V.2) a,nd that he "maintained and 

respected the Lankavatara Sutra's transmission of the Ess-- . ~---:..;.---'-'-
ence of fUnd '..:.,.. ~ • and surpassed those of the past who had 

not recognized it." (A, V.5). That this distinction 1s in 

fact warranted is ~ubstantiated by the following passages: 

- -e 

With regard to the general outline of his 
Dharma,' [he advocated] focusing on each single 
thought in order to stop mentation .~- e e 
and ustng utmost strength in order to control 
the mind rv 1,,"-,'. 

(A, v.4) 



And again: 

I M_ 
After the Mind of Wisdom ~ arises, all 
things ,are thus as they are. 

Clearly, a contrast is being dra.wn between the illusory 

mind that requires controlling, and the Original Mind or the 

Mind of Wisdom. 

In the Lanka Relcords, the importance of lUnd is also mUlch 

stressed. Therein, we read that when Shen-hslu's traces were 

,destroyed, One-Mind-'~was left behinde Further, this One. 

Mind transcends the Three Realms ~ ~ of desires form p and 

formlessness, (At I~.5)o 

Another important doctrinal aspect treated by both of 

these texts concerns the nature of language. In the Eulogy 

we are told that the Wonderful Tao originally conflicts with 

language, for when ~words are out, the True dootrine 1s hid

den,t9 (A, V.l). SiJiIlilarly, we flnd in the Lanka Records: 

The Ch'an lamp is silently illuminated, 
[therefore] the language of the Tao is 
cut-off~ mind and practice therein cease; 
it cann9t be commented upon in Ilterature. 

(A. II.2) 

Also, we find later in the same text the statement that Shen

hslu borrowed words, to illustrate the prinoiple (A. 11e5). , 

further emphaslzing'and stressing the fact that "words R and 

"reali tylt are not td) be confused ... 

--
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Also worthy of ,attention 1s the following statement that 

is attributed to SHen-hsiu: 

My Method and my ~fay can be summed up 
by the Itwo chara.cters t e i 1';? sUbstance 
and ~ If] function ,-

a theme to which we shall return in the Conclusion" below. 

With regard to the Old T6 ang History and the Lives of 

Eminent Monks. the only substantial doctrinally-related pas

sage ocours in the Commentary appended to the latter. There, 

we read that Shan-helu advocated dusting and wiping, while 

Hui-neng olaimed th~t the whole is not. This is not elabo-

rated upon. but is most certainly a reference to the Mirror 

stanzas discussed in Part One, above. Although, as we saw, 

they are central to the Platform SutraOs picture of Shen

hsiu. they are allu~ed to in no other place in any of the 

Documents .. 

* * 
c. Th~.qisparity ~~2~2~ 

It should be ol~ar by now that, whereas the Platform 

Sut!! and the Shen-~ul Co~!~~~atio~~ present a unified pic

ture of Shen-hsiu. no Buch holistic image of him may be 

drawn on the basis ~f these biographical accounts. Rather, 

what emerges from tbem is an unwieldy morass of historical 



data, romantic fancy. and fiction which. at first glance. 

does not readily land itself to systematlzat10ne What, then, 

are we to make of all this? 

Some of the incongruity that exists amongst these texts 

may no doubt be accounted for by the various natures of the 

texts themselveso still, though, this 1s only a partially 

sufficient and ade~uate ~~swere A perhaps more satisfying 

resolution 1s revealed by a closer examination of where the 

incongruous elements lie. That is to say. despite the fact 

that no single likeness of Shen-hsiu can be constructed upon 

a foundation made from these documents, there 1s an essentially 

bi-focal pattern that can be uncovered. 

This may be demonstrated by a division of our texts into 

two basic groups, oonsisting of the Me~rial, the Eglogz, a~d 

the L~~ka Record~, on one side, and the Old Tfang Ristorl and 

the Lives of Eminent r10nks on the other. (This is not merely 

an arbitrary grouping, as the divisions possess a chrono

logical correspondent). 

For the sake of referential convenience, imagine these 

as two columns, andl let the flrs't group be designated as the 

"Left ... slde\'t and the' other as the I0Right-~ 0 Through so doing, 

the following facts issue forth: 

Under the Left-hand column. we find that 1) it is no

where stated that Shen-hsiu knew Hui-neng; in fact, the lat

ter 1s nowhere mentioned; 2) Shen-hsiu is said to have gotten 
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the Dharma from Hung-jan; 3) references or allusions to north/ 

south - gradual/sudden are non-existent; 4) neither the robe 

and bowl. the lnc14ent with Emperor Wu. or the exoavation of 

the tomb are cited in oonjunction with Bodhidharma; 5) a good 

deal of space is given over to doctrinal exposition. 

Under the Right-hand column, however. each of these 

points is systemat~cally reversed: 1) Hui-neng 1s discussed 

and his life is bri:efly chronicled; 2) it is nOl'1here said 

that Shen-hsiu received the Dharma; 3) the north/south dis

tinctions are used, and their derivation explained; 4) all of 

the Bodhldharma dpairaphenalia" 1s employed; 5) virtually no 

dootrinal elements are to be fow~d. 

In short, the L~ft- and the Right-hand columna are inter-

nally consistent; further, there is a clear transformation 

from the one to the!. other. Having thus disoerned this inverted 

pattern, how and/or why this ohange was effected remains to 

be explicated. 

That ls. what h~ppened between the mld-e1ghthcentury--

the outer compositional limit of the youngest text on the 

Left---and the mid-tenth oentury~--the compositional date of 

the oldest text on the Right--~to occasion or encourage such 

a shift of view? The answer, I think. is, at least, twofold. 

The first event was the compos! tion of the .;;,P.;;.;a...,o_"".;;;;l.;,;;;L_n chu¥fll 

"the work which est~bl1shed the Ch'an legend and wrote the 
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'history' of the sSict as it has come down to us",n27) Acoor

ding to Yampolsky's account, this work (compiled 1n +801) 

was the produot of a "new'· sohool of Choan that was developing 

in the outlying distriots of Kiangsi and Hunan while the Nor

thern and Southern schools were wilting in the capital citieso 28 ) 

The origins of this new sect are ambiguous at best, though 

it traced its line~ge back through Hui-nang. Consequently, 

the purpose of the 'Pao-lin chuan, 

was to ,ohampion the cause of this new 
school lof Ch t an .... _ To thl send, it de
vised a!n entirely ne'w tra.dl tion of the 
Seven ~uddhas of the Past and of the 
twenty-ieight Indian patria.rchs, one 
which ~as adopted by all later Ch'an 
historiles. and ca.me to represent the 
tradi tilon as accepted today. 29) 

Thus, though these tradttions were embellished, refined. 

and elaborated upon' by subsequen'l; histories t it was this work-

and this new school!r--that began the movement which turned away 

from Shen-hsiu and his sucoessors, and towards Hui-nang and 

his descendants. 

A seoond major factor that facilitated this innovative 

trend was the Buddhist Persecution of +845p during which more 

27). Yampolsky:,.2.2_ ill .• p .• 47 and following. 

28). I!&!!. 

29)_. !!?!!!., pp.47-48" 
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than 4~60o monaster~es, and 40 9 000 shrines and temples were 

destroyed; further! 260,000 monks and nuns were returned to 

lay llfso 30 

Of all the Buddhist sects exi::ant at that time, Ch'an 'ti'as 

the least affected by these Imperial measures, since it was 

least dependent upon Monasteries and large land-holdings. This' 

was especially so for those communities outside the large oity 

centers that were obviously crippled by such actions. 

In other words, the Ch'an of the Capitals which. by this 

time, was already i~ a state of decline, was essentially de-

stroyed by this Persecution. On the other hand, the ~Ch·an 

of the mountains", such as the Klangsl/Hunan school referred 

to above, were comp$ratively unscathed and, consequently. 

carried the dayo 

Thus it was, in part, that Hu1-neng was transformed from 

a ttone-liner't in the Lanka Records to a later Patriarch, while 

Shen-hslu was de-fomed from a Patriarch to an "almost was". 

~ , 

3°)0 see EoO. Reischauer, Enninfs Travels In T'ang China. 
(New York, 1955)e e~peclally pp.217-271. For a comprehensive' 
accou..'l1.ting of relig~ous persecutions throughout Chinese his
tory, see J~J,,~L. De IGroot, Secta.rianism And Religious Perse
cution In Chlns p fi~st published in 1901, reprinted (Taipei, 
1963), espe(}lally pp.27-93e 



Part Three: SELF-PORT~~IT 

One can only regret that 
his life has proved more 
popular than his work o 

---Preface, Edwin Mullhouse: 
The Life And Death Of An 
Amer~c~ ~Ii:itYrl2!I~":i954) 



SELF-PORTRAIT 

'rhe two views of Shen-hsiu;jtt ~ thus far presented~-

despite their n~erous differences---have at least one fun-

damental element in common, this being that they are both 

essentially ext~~na~ visions of Shen-hsiu and the so-called 

Northern School ~~;R.. In this section we shall attempt to 

develop a more initernal and self-reflective portrait of 

this Northern traJditiono In turn, this will be used as a 

base-line against which the later Southern claims about the 

North may be apptaisedo 

Our primary .source in this attempted reconstruction is 

a text that was dliscovered at Tun-huang in 1930 .. 1 ) It is 

enti tIed liThe fi vie uEa~ of the !JIahayana (Northern School)" 

~.fft -h 7] 1~ (;/I.~) '2) and has been attributed to Shen-hsiu 

1) .. Two versions of this text are correlatively given in 
Ui Hakuju~ Zenshui shi kenklu, Vol .. T. (Tokyo, 1939), p,,468-510. - , 

2)0 It seems likely that the final two characters of the 
title (~b*) are a later scribal glosso Cf. Paul Demieville& 
Le Con£i~ de Lhasa (Paris, 1952), p.16no 

(-53-) 
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We will begin by briefly setting the context of this 

text, and will tfuen go on to summarize its five major di-

visions from the standpoint of content. This chapter will 

conclude with an overview exposit.ion of the ontological 

"facts" and consequent methodological "a.cts" associated with 

Shen-hsiu and his followers, on the basis of the materials 

with which we are here concerned---insofar as such a task 

is possible o 

Ao Context 

According to Paul Demieville, the notion of "five 

upaZ8;,t played a p!rominent role in the doctrinal development 

of Ch' an f~ a.l1.d, during the r' ang D,ynasty JJ ~i.. constituted 

"one of the essential rubrics of what is·called the Northern 

School of Chinese Dhyanao,,4) This centrality may be dis-

cerned from several factors: 

First, theCh'u saR_~~~ng~ch~ ch1 5) makes reference to 

a !ISutra of the f~ve uEa,ya" "I'1hose translator was, at that 

time, unkno~mo Although this sutra was already lost by the 

3)0 see Kun~ Horyu, "Hokushil Zen", Taish6 ~~!1 G§!ku
E2 (Narch, 1940), where the question of authorial attribution 
is discussed .. 

4) 0 Demieville, loco cite, 

5 J1.I-++ 
) 0 T. 2145" ~ 3- fiX' tf....-*- . 
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+6th century6) it may well have been the original source of 

this later-to-be~popular doctrine. 

Secondly 9 the hi storian 'Tsu..Ylg-mi * ~ (+780 - 841) 7) t 

summarized what be considered the essential teaching of Shen-

hsiu's school as'follows: "Wipe-away the dust. contemplate 

purity, interpret the su~ with ~:ea~~.ota) Elsewhere, five 

such upay~ are ennumerated by him, each of which is linked 

to a specific sutra. Respectively. the Sraddhotpad~ ~~~~8)t 

the Saddharma-pu1J~arlka ~/!;' ;iJI. ~ 9) t the Vimalakirti ffiiif Jf~tl0), 
~ 1-' Jt.'!f/ 11 .... -1" ca £ zzz 12 the Szu-i-chin~ ,,) jiit ill.):. ) t and the Avataw~ -¥ JR t.:r- ). His 

description of t~e five upala 13) largely agrees with what we 

6)0 see Deciieville 9 £2- cito, p.17no 

7) II About whom see Jan y{lYl-hua, "Tsung-mi: His Analysis 
of Chean." T'oU!!~ f~ (Vol .. LVIII, 1972), ppel-54e 

8). Translation: 'rhe Awa~ening qf Faith ,In The }lal1ayana, 
trans. Y.S. HakedJa (Columbia, 1967). 

9) II Translaltion: 'rhe Lotus Of The True Law, trans. H. 
Kern (Oxford, 188'14; reprint; -Dover, 196j) 0 

10) 0 'rranslaltion: L' Ensei~nement de Vimalakirti, trans. 
E .. Lamotte (Louvalin, 19"62;7---- . 

11)0 ".Habr~viation de Sseu li fa~_t'ien so wen king7f,,~1t 
7-:-.Pfr P,ll i!~ , versipn de KumarajIva de la Vi~esacintibr8.hma
Eari:e.rccha, T0586. 42b (titre sanskrit d'apr~s Ie Kanjurl .. 
La premiere partie de ce sutra a ete commentee par Vasubandhu 
(T.1532)o" DemieYille,.2£o cit", p .. 67, fn.,3. 

12)0 Portions of this are translated by Garma CoCo Chang, 
'The Buddhist Phi]j?sophy Of 'Totali t,z (state College, 1971). 

13)~ see App~ndix 'B!, below. 

a) 0 t~ J! j;~ 0 15 1f-J! ~f-
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find said of the~ elsewhere (see Chart One, following page). 

A third source of information has been provided by the 

manuscripts excavated at Tun-huang. Among these there are 

several which---~der varying headings---deal with the five 

upaya. "Despite the differences in their titles and re

dactions, It DemieVille concludes, Itall of these manuscripts 

are but recensio~s of a single, even small, treatise, an 

outline of which'Tsung-mi has provided in his exposition of 

the DhYBna [eh'ari] schools.,·14) 

In short, the following observations can be made with 

virtual certaint$: A sfrtra entitled the "Sutra of the five 

);lpay..§:!: was in ci:r:culation at some point between the period 

of the Three Kineidoms;" ~ and the Liang Dynasty Jf!-~.£ (ie. t 

-+264 - 502)15); that it was popular is attested to by the 

number of summarYi/commentaries now extant. Furthermore~ 

since the texts olf this group discovered at TlLl1-huang agree, 

for the most part, with Tsung-mi's description of the five 

uEal~t we may cre~it his summary with a good deal of accu

racy. Lastly, thpugh the I'Fi ve uE.al.~ of the r·1ahayan9.(Nor

thera School)" might well be a commentary on the above 

mentioned "lost sAtra", it more likely represents a summary 

or summary/sermon, a position supported by the question and 

answer format whiph comprises the bulk of the text • 

... 
14). Demieville,.£.2 o cit." p .. 16n. 

15)0 le., its first catalogue mention and the date by 
which lt was desi$Uated as 'lost'. 
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As mentioned previously, there exist but slight dif

ferences among the ennumerations of the five uEa~~ from 

text to text, an<Jl what feN there are between those with 

w·hich we are con~erned here may be conveniently seen in 

the following chart: 

Clliart One: 'rHE UPAY (l COTIPARED 
, 

"Comments on ,inter
preting the sijtras Nith 
uEaza" (Tsung..lmi) 

I 

1). General illustration 
of the essence ,of Buddha 

(kf2· * 1m 'f;f;) 

2). Opening the Wisdom
Gate 

(fUl ~ !. rq ) 

"Fi ve upaya of the l'.1"aha
yana (Northern School)" 

Full display of the essence 
of Buddha, also called the 
Entrance beyond thought 
(~ ~ 1~ # iff.}b ~.t ~t rtf ) 

Opening the Wisdom-Gate, 
also called the Unmoving 
Gate 

( Pil ~ i p, ;Jr.}b :j'- jj] '1 ) 
3) Manifesting Ithe Manifesting the Inconceivable 
Inconceivable Diberation Entrance 

($.1.. f Z ~, /iPF 'fI~ ) Of~~ f- ~,:z~ rq) 
----------+-----------

4) True na ture ~of dharma 
( ~' ?2:. .IE 'Ii ) 

5) 0 Know·ing the, Nondiffer
entiated, Self-Iso, Unhin
dered Liberatioh 

( .. ~ ~ (-, 9'~ h:;; m "1l O:l/, ) 
J -#i~ ~ e1 .. - .. ~ ~\! Pj1F nlLJ 

Entrance to the true nature 
of dharma 

( t~~.7t: if 'l:i f1 ) 

rhe Nondifferentiated Gate 
( ~ 1t r~ ) 

16). The twb texts provided by Ui (see fnol, above) form 
the basis of this. sectiono Textual references·will consist of 
a Roma.Yl numeral (;:: section of original text) and an Arabic 

/cont 3 d/ 
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Clearly, the discrepancies between these two texts are mini-

mal, the only one of significance being t~at the Shen-hsiu 

document---with respect to numbers one and two on the Chart--

includes a brief summary of the principle idea linked with 

the upaya (ie" 9 Illalso called .... ")o Let us gOt then, to the 

text itself. 

1. The E~~ence Qf Buddha: the first "upiya,,17) 

The opening section, a general explanation of the 

essence of Buddh~s begins with a series of couplets that 

deal with the relationship of Enlightenment'~ t Mind/~-t 

Body ~ t and For;getfulness ,tZ, 1: : 

WHere does enlightenment reside? 
E~lightenment resides within the mind. 

Where does mind reside? 
M~nd resides within the body. 

Where does body reside? 
Body resides in forgetfulness. 

(IV. 469) 

/cont'd/ number (~ page number in Ui)o The further addition 
of either'f orZ signify which of the two versions is being 
used in cases where they differ substantially. 

17).. In thi:,s text, "Ie terme fan~ Eie.n n1t correspond 
peut-etre a Eralo~at "effort, exercise ll

, et non a upaya, 
I'moyen" e Avant de! se fixer comme traduction d' upa.L~ exclu
sivement, fang, Di~n avait9 en effet p servi a rendre pra;zoga 
.0 .. , et il-e8t possible que ce vieux sens ait survecu dans 
Ie vocabulaire de'. l'ecole du Dhyana, qUi doit tant a la lit
terature anterieu~e aux grandes traductions des Tfang par 
lesquelles s'est fixee la terminologie classique du boud
dhisme chinois" f! bemieville, .£Eo ci t. t p .. 17n. Though we shall 
employ ~ji.Ya for ggg pien, the connotations of 'p'rayog?: should, 
as Demieville suggests, be borne in mind .. 
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If we reduce this to a logical proposition, the result is 

that »enlightenm$nt resides within forgetfulness»p and it is 

just this relati<t>nship that the text next considers, though 

the line of argument becomes more complex: 

T~ illuminate forgetfulness and 
tQ penetrate body and mind: 
this is passing through to 
Oiiginal Enlightenment *~ G 

To illuminate forgetfulness: 
this is the beginning of Enlightenment -5r..'a ft ; 
To penetrate body and mind: 
tqis is Original Enlightenmento 

The beginning of ~nlightenment: 
tHis is the Buddha Way 1R Jt. ; 
Oniginal Enlightenment: 
this is the Buddha Essence 1JG 1-t .. 

(IV, 469) 

The fundamental idea at work here comes from the Awa-

ke11:.ing of Fai th,!specifically the section that deals with the 

trtwo aspects of enlightenment".18) Hakeda comments upon 

their relationship as follows: 

Origina~ Enlighten~ent is intrinsic, but Non
Enlightenment is accidental. 'l'he latter is the 
unactualized state of the same original en
lightenm.ent .. 'rhat is to say, man is originally 
enlightene~ or saved p but suffers because he 
does not realize that he is enlightened or 
saved and continues on as a blind or faithless 
man groping for enlightenment or salvation 
elsewhere. The premise is that if man is not 
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enlightened or saved originally, there is 
no pos~ibility for his attaining enlight
enment.or salvation at all .. 19) 

In other words, that we are originally enlightened yet 

simultaneously unaware of this fact is the root of what is 

a seemingly insoluble dilemma. However, there is a way out 

of this bind: the re-actualization of our fundamentally 

enlightened state, a path to which access is gained through 

being free from thought ~!t 20) 

If body and mind are free from thought, 
And, returning to illumination, one 
idtimately examines the utter purity 
of the Dharmakaya 3£ -t : 
Th~n will he gain entry to the 
Bulddha Way. 

If, body and mind are free from thought, 
And, exerting strength, one 
un~ieldingly examines the utter purity 
of! Original Enlightenment: 
Th~n will he gain entry to the 
Buddha vlay. 

, (IV, 469) 

This beingfff~ee from thoughto'that leads one on the 

Buddha liay is said to be analagous to a sphere of empty sky 

)+ ~ 'l.?. 
IjJ:!. ~ 71 : there i~ no place that either cannot reach. Fur-

ther, both empty-~ky and li-~ are said to be: neither 

19)" Ib~t1cp :p.J8n. 

20). The term li-nien (~~. ) means~ literally, to be 
cut-off or separatedfrom thought and remembrance.. "Beyond 
thought", ufree from thought", and "transcending thought"$ 
are all somewhat $uggestive of these qualities; depending on 
the context, we shall employ all three. 
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produced nor des-t;royed ::fA-I f '5if.; characteristicless?¥.;f9 ; 

wi thout acti vi ty!~ ~ ; neither increased nor decreased ::f ~ / 

::y. '3foX ; wi thou t mind ~ '..:," .. 21 ) 

Thus, when 0ne is free from thought~ when it 1s realized 

that the six sen$e-organs -fc ;f!t originally arise without move

ment, then does 0ne realize, suddenly and completely ~}])~ 

the fundamental ~ssence of Buddha, (IV, 470). 

20 Opening the W~sdom-Gate: the second "upa.ya!' 

The opening lines of this section continue to be con-

cerned with the notion of being free from thought. When the 

meaning of this jJs queried, the response is that lito be free 

from thought is -00 be un-moving f itJ ," (VIII, 471). Further

more, this Un-moViing is in accord with meditation % ; it 

manifests the wisldom-uuay...§: and opens up the wisdom-gateo 

It is also tlhe Un-moving that provides the basis for 

ferrying unenlightened beings to the It other shore", "Nhi ch 

is nirvana: 

Q. There is a power jJ that enlightens all 
sentient beings; what is this power, and 
whb are these beings? 

Re The Un-moving is the power; those whose 
thoughts are deluded~ 1. are the sentient 
beings. When body and mind are eternally 
untmoving, this is called the ability to 
enlighten all beings. 

(IX, 471) 

21)0 Portlo:t1ls of this section of the text are quoted 
from the Awakenines Of Faith; see Hakeda, .2.£ .. cit., p.37. 
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By way of f~rther explanation the text goes on to say 

that the Unmoved is stirred by eight winds. 'rhese are: 

gain;f1 ~ loss ~ ; defamation ftJ. t extollation}1. ; joy ~ , 

sorrow 1" ; praise ;f.$). , ridicule t~ ., Each of these "sets" 

contains a favou:table jilt element, and one that is not r~> .. 
When one is enli$htened about ~ groupst the mind attains 

to the Un-moving. This is Buddhahood (IX, 471)0 

Thus, as we read in section twelve: 

Q.. What is the Un-moving? 

The Un-moving is the opening. Ivha t 
do~s it open? It opens up the 
Wisdom-Gate. 

(Xllo 472) 

3., The Inconcei"'-:iable Entrance: the third ilupaya" 

One of the c:entral motifs of this third section is that 

of the relationshiip between bondage ~~ and liberation Jjlf 0 

With regard to th;is, four paradigmatic "types" are formu-

lated as follows: 

a} The fetter of not having ~aya-wisdom 

When a man of the second-vehicle::::.. jjt .A-emerges from 

meditation he is able to hear and is similarly in 

touch with h!s other sense faculties. However, once 

a meditative state is entered into, he no longer can 

hear, etce Also, he is then without wisdom and is un-
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able to preach the Dharma tt 7t- fI Nore importantly t he 

is then unaible to enlighten sentient beings.. Such a 

person---one who is dependent upon the "watering and 

fertilization" of meditation---is said to be in the un

fertile sta~e of wisdom (iee, "nominal wisdom~, the 

lowest of ten stages). This exemplifies the bondage 

that results when one is without !:!Ea~a-wisdom (XV,474)" 

b) The liberation of having upaya-wisdom 

A Bodhisattva perceives that the six sense-organs are 

fundamentally Un-moving 'f in.. Thus, whether there is 

a sound, there is not a sound. or sound itself fades 

away, he always hears. He is always in accord with the 

practice an~ cultivation of the Un-moving.. Because he 

has attained this ~pay~, his meditation is correct and 

he achieves perfect stillness" This is great Nirvana; 

this is the liberation that results from the possession 

of upal~-wisdom(XV~ 474). 

c) The fetter of upiy! without wisdom 

The mind of!a man of the two vehicles is @a~. How

ever, he suppresses mind in order that he might dwell 

in the Un-mdving, but this suppression itself consti

tutes movem~nt. Accordinglyp the sfitras left behind 

by the Buddha say that all realms stir-up the dharma 

that is Un-moving. 'rhis is what characterizes the 
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corrupt and the un-peaceful. This is called the fetter 

d) I'he libeJ!'ation of qpa.,ya llTith wisdom 

The constit'Wlent element of this category is expressed 

quite simply and directly: "A Bodhisattva does not crave 

nirvan~e He knows that seeing, hearing, perception, 

knowledge, and mentation are Un-movingo This is the 

liberation that results from possessing the upaya of 

wisdom." (X~, 474)0 

The importa~ce of the Un-moving---an idea that figured 

prominently in r~lation to "opening the Wisdom-gate"---to 

liberation and bqndage emerges readily from the above dis

cussiono It is alIso employed in the text as an expository 

key to various sultra§'9 in the following manner: 

Q. ~~halt is the Lotus Of The Wonderful Law? 

R. The: mind, un-moving, is the wonderful law, 
the l body, unmoving, is the lotus. 

When both are un-moving, one enters the 
med~tation called ~the station of the 
expbsition of the Infinite~.22) 

'rhiis is what is referred to as the Lotus 
Of The Wonderful Law. 

(XVII, 476) 

22)~. ! ~ J};,! 3-~; Sk .. : ananta-nirdesa-prati~thanta
samadhi e 'rhe sta~e of meditation entered into by the Buddha 
before-preaching the Saddharma-p~~~rlka-sutra. See H. Kern, 
,9.£ • .£,itq pc20. 
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Q.. What is the Pra,jna-Diamond Sutra? 

R. Prajna is a Sanskrit word meaning Wisdom 

Th~ mind, un-moving, is chin 1z' , 
the body, un-moving, is kang )j}IJ ,23) 

Wh~n mind and body are truly thus. 
un~moving9 this is what is called 
the Prajna-Diamond Sutrao 

(XIX, 476) 

Q. Wh~t is the Universal Garland Sutra? 

R. Th~ mind, un-moving, is universal, 
the body, un-moving, is the garland, 

When body and mind are truly quiescent, 
un~moving, this is what is called 
the Universal Garland Sutra. 

, (XX, 476) 

Clearly $ thei Un-moving is of prime significance and is 

equated, at points, with both suchness and Nirvana, higher 

than II/hich it is :impossible to go. It is of further impor-

tance in answer t!O the question of how one awakens to the 

li beration of inc:oncei vable suchness (tathata, --y\o ~). 'rhis 

latter is assigned ten aspects: 

1) The world 

2) Sentient beings 

3) The three periods of time 

4) The four elements \JjJ 7:-

5) The five aggregates 

23) .. chin + kang == lIdiamond"e 
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6) l>iental consciousness '~' t~ 

7) Emptiness)1;. 1 
8) Buddha-na ture 1~ 'Ii 
9)' The Buddha-body 1fG)( 

10) Liberation 
(XXIX, 479) 

With regard Ito the first of these aspects, it is said 

that both the co~on-manAt~ and the man of the second

vehicle energetically pursue both intellection and conception; 

consequently, thew are each in an "upside-down" (tumultuous) 

state. However, there no longer is either conception or 

intellection whenl a sentient being is awakened to suchness: 

Liberated. Moreower 9 and with regard to the other aspects 

listed above, all intellectual conceptions must be similarly 

given up; this is'the Inconceivable Liberation. 

4. The True Nature of Dharma: the fourth "upaya" 

The exposition of the true nature of all dharma takes 

place in relation to two fundamental categories, the basic 

components of which are mind J",-,' p self-nature 11 'Ji. (svabhF.i.va) 9 

and meditation $' t on the one hand, and consciousness ttt' , 
the limitations imposed by desire i5ZJfr~, and wisdom .-! , on 

the other. rhe overall dynamics of how these parts interact 

vis a vis the tru$ nature of dharma may be clarified in the 

following manner. 
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First, when the mind grasps at the senses and perceives 

the five aggregates as having IImm-beingu (Conze): this is 

what constitutes 'self-nature .. Secondly, when consciousness 

is connected to the objects of the senses (that is, what is 

heard by the ear,' seen by the eye, etc .. ) it is at once bound 

to and circumscrXbed by them: this constitutes the limits of 

desire o However, both of these "conditions" --necessarily--

must be transcended. 

Q. What is "going beyond self-nature 
and the limits of desire"? 

R. When mind does not arise, 
self-nature is transcended; 

When consciousness is not produced, 
the limits of desire are transcended .. 

When neither mind nor consciousness 
arise, 
this is the true nature of dhar~~. 

Thus, when the ocean's i'J"ater is 
exhausted, no waves can arise. 

Similarly, when mental consciousness 
is destroyed, the manifold conscious
nesses are no longer producede 

(XXXV, 485 ) 

Furthermore, the mind's not-arising is identical to 

meditation, while consciousness' not-arising is equal to 

wisdom. Both of these equations are further defined in terms 

of several sets ot "matched pairs", the constituent members 

of which are listed below: 



l1edi tation 1£. is .... 

mind not aris~ng 

transcending ~elf
nature 

absolute truth 

great knowledge 

the Universal 

Substance 
I 

self-cultivation 
I 

non-action 

nirvana 
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iHsdom ~~ is .... 

consciousness not produced 

transcending the limits of 
desire 

relative truth 

great compassion 

the Particular 

FUnction 

cultivation of others 

taking action 

samsara 

It should b~ pointed out that despite the apparent dualism 

that is set-up here, it is only the transcendlng of both self

nature and the lXmits of desire---by extension, meditation 

and wisdom---that constitutes the true nature of dharma (XXXV, 

485 ~). This tHoroughgoing non-dualism is further stressed 

in the following :section. 

5. Non-differen~iation: the fifth "upaya" 

The core-meahing signified by j'the upaya of non-diffe

rentiation is seemingly straightforward and further affirms 
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the radical non-duality that emerged in the discussion of the 

true nature of dha~o 

In thecen ter of the formless-dharma 1\i!: ;f@ ;t;.. 
there i;s nei ther differentiationnor 'dis
crimin~tion; since the mind is without dis
crimin~tion, no dharmas are distinguished 
betweed. Long/short aie not differentiated, 
self/o~her are not differentiatedo 

(XXXIX. 489 ~) 

Moreover, no distjinctions are drawn between the commoner/the 

sage, liberation/bondage~ nirvana/samsara, sorrow/joy, wis-- . 

dom/ignorance, etjc. "To understand non-differentiation is 

spontaneous (selfLso IJ t£: ), un··hindered liberation,"(XXXIX, 

Associated w~th non-differentiation are three Ways or 

paths.it: the Unh~ndered Hay, the Liberated Hay, and the 

Nonabiding Way. ~hese are explained as follows: 

tljhEm the organs of sense do not hinder 
their objects, transcending the objects 
is: the Unhindered ~·Jay. 

When the objects of sense do not hinder 
the organs, transcending impurity 
is,the Liberated Way .. 

Wh.n impurity and the objects of sense 
arb both transcended, this 
is the Nonabiding Way. 

(XXXIX ~ 490 2.J ) 

Furthermore, ,it is said that if the mind is not mind ~~ I\!..J' 

and not not-mind: this is the Unhindered Wayo If the body 



is not body 1f~ :and not not-body, this is the Liberated Wayo 

And finally, if ~he object realm is not the object realm 

and not not-the-qbject-realm, this is the Nonabiding Way 

(XXXIX, 490 Z. ) 0 

C. Ontolog,y j?nd )1etho..,£ 

Having thus 'summarized the basic outlines of the teaching 
I 

associated with Sihen-hsiu and his follollTers, we are left with 

the task of trying to tlget at n what it means. Towards this 

end, we have appr!opriated the categories of "ontology" and 

"method" as organ!izational principles by which we can focus 

on certain aspect~ of the text~ Although these categories 

are artificial---~n the sense that they have been created and 

imposed upon the material---they nonetheless preserve the 

integrity-of-inteht that we discern thereine Let us, then, 

define our terms. 

By "ontological tt we mean to refer to statements and to 

premises whose cOhcern it is to describe "the way things 

really are 1
' (ie. Itathata; 1-*-0; · suchness') 0 Coupled to 

such descriptions is the normative proscription that one 

should ultimately: realize, be in accord with, or be awakened 

to this prior suchness. 

Contingent upon these ontological premises~ there arises 

the further questllon of "method"o That is, El what means 
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is such an ultimate realization or awakening effected. Seen 

in these terms, a suitable answer would then have to come to 

terms with w"hy-' this kind of radical transformatlon is necessary 

in the first plac~o 

In short, wh~t we are asking of the text is: 1) What is 

the real nature o'if man and the world (ontology)? 2) 'Vlhat--

if anything---pre~ents us from realizing or perceiving this 

true nature? 3) Bow can this " ordinary" state be rectified 

(methodology)? 

Returning to our text, then_ several such ontological 

premises emerge" The first is that the essence of the En

lightened lUnd is I beyond thought (~ Q; ), in contradistlnction 

to the unenlighte~ed mind that is mired in intellection and 

conceptualization~ The second is that the Enlightened ~'Iind 

is Unmoving (1"" jJb ),. in contradistinction to the unenlightened 

mind that arises and is '~stirred't by the eight winds. 'This 

Unmoving opens up ,the Wisdom-gate and,further, it is said 

that the Mind t11a4 has transcended thought and the Mind that 

is Unmoved are identical. 

'There emanates s thirdly, the c.ontention that Original 

Enlightenment (;f ~ ) is fundamental or "intrinslc", I'lhile 

nonenlightenment Ls "accidental" (Hakeda). Fourth, we read 

that the mind is.rlot mind,. nor is. it not not-mind, and that 

meditation and wisldom---while having different attributes---
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are in the. end tne same; that is, that the ultimate state 

of things is Nondifferentiated ( :j'-1i=, ) ... 

Several Itobstacles" stand between this 2nlightened r1ind--

Unmoving, beyond thought, non-dualistic, and undifferentiating--

and the "ordinart mind". For one, this latter looks at the 

five aggregates and the objects of consciousness and perceives 

II own-beingtt (svaqhava; f§ 'Ii ), contrary to the frequently 
I 

occurring sutra-Deaching. that "Own-being is empty" (m '1?LJf;~) 0 

Secondly, the. ordlinary mind energetically pursues conception 

and intellection I( ~,' ,~~ )---two modes of activity that pre-

vent us from real!izing the Inconceivable Liberation. 

A third enlightenment-obstacle consists of the limi-

d ' d· ( /.';" r~) t t t t h tations impose blf es~re <;-J... 5)" ; tha is, the ear s a ac-

ment to sound, the eye's to sight f the nose's to smell, etc. 

A fourth is const~tuted by the distinctions, discriminations, 

and dualistic perceptions that characterize this ordinary 

mind; a mind, then, beset by fetters whose elimination and/or 

transcendance com~rises the actualization of Original En-

lightenment. 

What remains to be exposed is how this actualization 

can be percipitat¢d. In "classical Chianti, the methodologies 

employed were kun$-~ (~ t- ; Japanese: koan) t ~-ta (Fa'}f;: ; 
Japanese: mondo) , and the practice of meditation24) (~-ch'an; 

24see Richard De Martino, The Zen Upderstandin~, 
an unpublished Doatoral Dissertation, Temple University~ 1971, 
especially Chapter X. 
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1: 1-1-; Japanese: zazen). However, the answer that issues 

forth from our te~t is, essentially, the idea of fang-pien 

Now, we saw previously that the compound fang-pien has 

two distinct connlOtations 25), and it seems that both of these 

are applicable to! the category of method. Viewed in the sense 

of upaya or Itmeanis'l, it can be seen---in general terms---as 

referring to the ways by which one goes about aiding the 

enlightenment of pthers (the specifics, however, are,not well 

defined by the te~t). Viewed in the sense of prayoga or 

"cultivation/application!!, it can be seen---again, in gene-

ral terms---as referring to the ways by which one goes about 

enlightening ones~l! (the specifics are, again, not very 

well-defined). Further, when !ang-Rien is fulfilled in both 

of these senses, so too is enlightenment totally fulfilled. 

As we read in Ts~g-mi' s "Commentary": 

To! transcend.$ the mind is called 
's~lf-enlightenment'; 

(to realize that the mind is no-mind 
constitutes the transcendance of mind). 

To transcend form ~ is called 
te~lightening others'; 

(to realize that the body is no-body 
constitutes the transcendance of form) 0 

,I \ 

25). see fn~17, above, p.61. 

" 
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Tq transcend both [mind/form] is 
called the 'completion of enlightenment'; 

(to realize the characteristics of a 
I 

'self' and 'other' that transcend body 
mind is a liberating avvareness g i:E -Ra~ .. 26) 

Thus t the batsic ontological premise of the IIFive upala of 

the l1ahayana (Nor:thern School)" centers on an Enlightened 

rUnd that stands in contrast to the ordinary mind. To realize, 

awaken top or actiualize the former requires that mind/body, 

and self/other be: transcended. The basic methodology which 

this involves cen~ers on fang-p-ien both as upala (viz. body/ 

other) and pralog~ (~. self/mind)o 

In short, vih.!:lt we find in this text---surprisingly 

enough---is not the advocacy of gradualness and ltfreezing 

the mind ll that th~ Southern School's exposition led us to 

expect. Instead, we have found a teaching that, in both its 

method and ontology, is remarkably similar to that of the 

Southern School itself, a point that we shall further exa-

mine in the Summary/Conclusions, below .. 

26)., Append.lJx 'Ev, p.l1i, below. 



SUl'1HARY/CONCLUSIONS 

v. 

I do not know which to prefer, 
The beauty of inflections 
Or the beauty of innuendoes, 
The blackbird whistling 
Or just after. 

----WALLACE S'rEVENS 



SUM}MRY/CONCLUSIONS 

In Part I of this studYt we eXamined the details of 

the life and tea~hings of Shen-hsiu 11 ~ as they are de

picted by the PI&tform Sutra and the Conversations of Shen

hui 11 -4i. We found that each of these documents was per

vaded by a relentiless negativity with regard to both of 

these aspects (ie., biography and doctrine). Further, in 

the concluding section of the Chapter it was shown that 

this portrait of ,Shen-hsiu is the symmetrical reverse---

or "mirror image"l---of that which is drav-rrl of his rival 

and surpasser, HUi-neng $1. ~t . 
The Biograph!ical Documents examined in Part II at 

first yielded a f~r more ambiguous image of Shen-hsiu than 

that of Part 10 However, upon closer examination, we dis-

covered that therie was a discernible pattern amidst the , 

seeming morass. That is, we found therein two basic por-

traits of Shen-hs~u, each of which was essentially consis

t~nt internally and, at once, exclusive of the other. On 

(-75-) 
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the one hand, the three earliest documents Q~animously con-

troverted the tr~ditional portrayal in a variety of ways9 

while the two la~er documents tended to conform to and cor

roborate the traditional accounts (not only of Shen-hsiu~ 

but of Bodhidharnia Ji e 9 and Hui-neng as well) on the other .. 

Thus, we concluded that between ca .. +750 (the latest date 

of the 'early te~ts') and cao +950 (the earliest date of the 

'later texts') Shen-hsiu's biographical-life was trans-

formed in a very :specific wayo 

Just as the ibiographical accounting of Shen-hsiu in 

Part I was contraidicted by materials in Part II, so too was 

the Southern ScholOl's doctrinal accounting contradicted by 

the text examined in Part IIIo In this context, several 

observations are worthy of note. 

For one, the Southern exponents---especially Shen-hui---

characterised Shen-hsiu's teaching in terms of IIgradualness" 

and "freezing the mind"; in contrast to this attribution, 

however. the I'Fi ve upa,ya of the f1ahayana" pays virtually no 

attention to either of these concepts e In fact, its mention 

of a "sudden and complete" if,~ @ realization, and its dis-

avowal of the man of the second-vehicle who, while meditating, 

cuts-off his connections with his sense faculties and who, 

thus, cannot prea¢h the Dharma, appears to constitute a 

point of view remarkably and markedly similar to that of its 

; -
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critics .. 

Secondly, in terms of their major "ontological pre-

mises"---in the sense that we used this category in Part 

III---the North and South emerge as essentially congruent. 

Whereas the Platform Su~r~ and the Convers~~i~~ both assert 

the centrali ty of no-thought #.-.~. or no-mind p the "Fi V9-

u:ecrya ll text---while also asserting the importance of these 

two concepts---stresses departing from, going beyond, or 

transcen.ding (ie 01, JJni) both thought and the mind However, 

what basically unrderlies both of these suppositions is the 

notion that the "Iordinary mind" and the UEnlightened Mind" 

are constituted differently. 

Also, in the Shen-hui text we find several mentions 

of the t' i/yuY1;.~ 171 / rFl or substance/function p>attern, and the 

contention that mleditation al1d wisdom are ultimately "not 

two". So, too, do we find that both of these tenets are 

of prominence in the lfFive upalC! of the Mahayana". 

In short---and despite their much touted opposition---

on the basis of ollr research 't'ITe cannot but conclude that 

the teachings of Hui-neng and Shen-hui, on the one hand, and 

Shen-hsiu, on the: other, shared a fundamentally similar 

vision of the nature of "suchness". 

Given, then, that the traditional portrait of Shen-

hsiu has been, in a certain sense, "undermined by new 
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historical datan~ is rejecting Ch'an tradition as IIwrong" 

our only alternative, or can we ses~a~~ the situation in 

another way? Th~s latter option, as mentioned previously, 

is the one that ~e prefers but before going into the ques-

tion of what this entails, we would like to examine what 

appears to us as :an analagous interpretive model. 

Many modern 'dramatists---especially in France---have 

concerned themselives ~\Ti th the re-creation and re-presentation 

of Classical my this. Examples that come to mind are Sartre's 

Les I1ouche~, Giraudoux's Electra~ Cocteauts Ornhee, and 

several plays by J'ean Anouilh.. None of these works is ever 
I 

a mere retelling ;Of its classical counterpart; rather, 

certain thematic and contentual changes have been written 

in to each~ and it is this, indeed~ that for the most pa.rt 

constitutes the IIpoint" of the drama. 

That is to say, when examining Anouilh's Antigone, 

for instance, we find that many of the elements which figured 

prominently in Sophocles' version---such as the section that 

deals with Tiresi.s---are absent; at the same time, certain 

new elem.ents---a dieveloped relationship between Antigo!1e 

and Heman, for one---have been introducedo 

Because we are familiar with the storyline of the clas-

sical myth (even if we are not, the French Antigone retains 

a chorus that kee];bs us informed) t.;re are able to detect the 
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ways in which it has been changede However, upon noticing 

these al terationis s we do not respond to this n$1'l; Antigone 

by saying that Ahouilh has gotten the original plot "wrongne 

Instead, our attention is by them directed to the question 

of why X-particular element has been added or omitted; that 

ls, what is Anouilh, as opposed to Sophocles, saying through 

this myth.. Furthermore, it is precisely at these points of 

change that the locus of the play's significance could be 

said to reside. 

Applying th+s principle to the literature that we have 

been dealing with yields up to us the following task: in

stead of gathering historical data to demonstrate that Ch'an 

has misrepresented or misunderstood itself (as scholars 

like Eu Shih seem wont, at times, to do)---and after all, 

1,500 years of t~adition cantt be all bad---we can use 

this historical base-line much in the same "!;OTay that we em

ploy Sophocles i!1! the above example: !l£.! to prove that the 

new version is w~ons or false, but to ascertain what the 

re-creators thou§rV was important enough to merit a change o 

What, then. resuI:ts when we pose the question in these 

terms? 

The nature aif the changes that were effected has al

ready been pointed out, but let us reiterate them brieflyo 

In terms of Biogr~phy, the most important re-writing was 

------------------~-~ 
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the demotion of Shen-hsiu from Patriarch to Patriarch

manque, a feat that was accompanied by an emphasis upon the 

differences---of background,temperament, and ability--

betlileen Shen-hsi U and Hui-neng. 

Doctrinally, we have seen that the teachings of Shen

hsiu were~ in fact, not very different from those of the 

Southern School. However, they were radically transmorgified 

to the point that 180 degrees lay between theme 

Why these c~anges were made in the original st~ry, and 

what these signify, can be viewed in several ways. In 

practical-politiaal terms, much was to be gained, by some, 

in the installat.1on of Hui-neng as the rightful Sixth Patri

arch, for by so doing those iv-ho traced their lineage through 

him acquired a previously denied legitimacy and statuso Ilhe 

further biograph:lJcal alterations, concerning "personality"~ 

also served to underscore the uniqueness of Hui-neng and 

the comparative ilnferiori ty of Shen-hsiu and, consequently. 

hi s followers. I~n the same vein, these doctrinal attri

butions heighten~d the distinctiveness of "Us"---the Ortho

dox tradition---i)t1 contrast to ItThem"---the deluded and 

heretical fringe. 

In a .larger isense, though, the confluence of these 

many revisions re~ulted in the creation of an almost totally 

negative paradigm~ that is, the portrayal of Shen-hsiu---
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both his life and teachings---as the perfect model of ~ 

~ to~. And though this anti-model appears to have had 

li ttle in common wi th the "historical Shen-hsiu" 9 the former 

has to this day been cast as the great aclvocate of Gra.dual 

Enlightenment andl, as such, has provided an efficacious 

foil for the ortmodox sudden teaching. 

In conclusi~n9 it is our contention that the Chfan 

tradi tion was willing to "Kill the Patriarch t
• for good 

reason: through this negation of the fictionalized Shen

hsiu who advocates a "dusting and wiping" form of Ch' an 

that lends itself readily to ossification and sterility, 

it re-affirms the immediacy and centrality of the Enlight

enment experienc~t without which there is no Ch'an--

indeed f without which there remains but the hollow shell 

of Buddhism. 



APPENDICES 
a 

But when one translates tne Indian 
originals into Chinese. they lose 
their literary elegance. Though one 
may unde~stand the general idea, he 
entirely misses the style. It is as 
if one ohewed rioe and gave it to 
another; not only would it be taste
less, but it might also make him 
spit it out. 

----KU}lARAJIVA 
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APPENDIX 'A': 

Flv~ Biogra.phical Documents 

A Me~orlal to the Throne" by Sung chih-l:ien 
; CT\i, ch. 240 (V, 3076); a.lso in vIYYH, Vola? 

DOCUl'lEN'r TWO: Blogl?aphy from Records of the Ab1Ii ties of 
the La~ka SchoOl Masters; TaB5, po12~Oa-c. 

DOCUMENT THREE: Biography from Old 'r'eng HistorY': CTS 191, 
po 13b - 14·b. 

DOCUII1ENT FOUR: BlogItaphy from L1 vas of Eminent Monks (Sung 
Collection); SKiSC, T.50, PPo755c - 756b; also in 
'Chinese Versidl1'i) nOe69. po30022a-c. 

, It 2: 1":_ ~.)\ 
DOCUI"lENT FIVE: A Funleral Inscription by Chang-yuen \/"tl~;u 

CTW. ch. 231 (V t 2953 - 54); also in WYYH p Vol.12, 
Po5389c - 5391~. 
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DOCUMENT ONE 

"A memorial to the Throne on behalf of the 
monks of Lp-yang 1% r~ who requested that 
the Ch@an Master Hsiu ~ 1~M$ be ceremoniously 
welcomed" 

With due respect. we understand that on a certain day 

»~ " ~~ Tao-hsiullL 75 the ID<bnk from the Yu-ch' uan monastery.£ 7.f- :::r 
was l'Telcomed by a R6yai Envoy. Your Majesty has dreamed of 

this man, and greatly promoted this affair. 

Everyone came to point him out; night and day they 

came to question this monk who was devoted to the perfect 

principle 1:. :f.l. of ncm-productlon ~ 4.. e and who transmitted 

the East Mountain t sWonderful Law J1l ~ ~/y 3!. 

He founded an abode which l'ITaS difficult to reach and, 

when his years exceEilded ninety. his form was still elegant 

and flourished more each day. His vast benefits became 

even more profound. 

The disciples ~n the Capital were crowded by many be

lievers who did not think that a thousand 11 j[ was too far 

[to come]; fl ve [different] schools came in company with 

each other. With pll'ocessional gongs, robes, and fish-sym .. 

bolsp they marched up to the grass Halls, going back and 
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forth between their huts like geese travelling to their 

nests. 

When clouds co~lect, the fog, too, becomes thick; let 

the False go away ~d the True come forth. 

Concealed in the desolate forest of the Three ChU t s 

1t , he followed the Buddha1~ and praised transformation. 

The wooded mountains he loved were far away; he had 

resided in Ching-na~ #,IJ 1; for a long time and had connections 

wi th the state; nowl (he wished] to return to flu-pei t~ ;\16 

He longed for the C0mIDOn ways of Chiu-chang }L~~ like [one 

longs for] his pare~ts. [Nonetheless] he was looked up to 

and respected by the men and women of San-ho~;4 like a 

mountain. 

An official st4tement instructed Buddhist follol'Tsrs A~ 1Ji 
to spend the night :lin the wilderness, since dharma ~i a.ffairs 

are welcomed in the countryo 

If the Light who was caused to come to the Capital 

[now] departs, thos~ near and far will lose hope. 

Tao-hsiu put a~ide the sense of decorum which lfas the 

prevailing custom; he esteemed and respected unusual people 

and was in harmony with multitudinous desireso 

Having been inv,i ted to the Capital by those people who 

nourished dharma. affairs, these la.tter came to Lung-men ~g Fry 

to IITelcome Tao-hsiu with praise.. 'rhus, the Light wa.s met 

wi th heavenly decorum and profound submi ssi on; [evel<yoneJ 

struggled [to see hi~J .. 
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DOCUMENT' TWO 

The great Master of the T' ang)i dynasty" from the y{1-

eh 'uan 1-1ona.stery.l:. .t iJ in the Ching prefecture #'J .j.)) was 

(named .Shen-J hSiu~tl$§. The great Haster from the Shou-shan 

Monastery ~ t1 1- in! the An prefecture 1: ,).j.) was [named Hsuan-] 

tse[ t J 11*. The greeJt Master from the HUi-shan !vIonastery 

,%~ on Mt. Sung ~'~ in the Lo prefecture ~ '1+) was Ln,amed 

HUi-] an [~J~ . 
These three gre~t Masters were the National Teachers of 

three royal sovereighs: Tse-t t ien ~J fi- the great sagely Em

press f:.,. 3'r fifo ; Shen~lung 11 ~t the great Emperor :£ * who 

responded to the Man~ate Ia;i of Heaven ; and the "retired" 

king ~J:.j.[JUi-tsung * .-It,-]o The previous great Master LHung-] 

Jen[3l>] I~ prophesied that: "Later ll [those who] preach my 
..>J-

Tao j!1, llTill only numper ten. It He was succeeded by them all. 

According to th~ Annals E1 ~ }1aste~~ ~ the Dharma 

of the Lankavatara l'1hich was --- - .. . 
compiled by the monk, from the Shou-shan Monastery in the An 

prefecture [Hsuan-ts~J. this Ch'an Master [Shen~ hsiu, lay

surname Li 1= t was a native of Wei-shih Jjt Et in the Pien 

prefecture jt 'N) Q He travelled to the upper stream of the 

[Yang-tze] river, searching for intellectual [fUlfillment], 
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and longing for the·Taoo 

Sojourning [on foot], he reached the Twin Peak mountains 

4.1 *' ~ in the Ch' 1. prefecture fM 'J'J) p which was the residence 

of the Chean Master [Hung-] jen. [From him, Shen-hslU] obtained 

the Dharma';t. of Ch ~ an. 

The Chean lamp is sll~ntly illuminated, [therefore] the 

language of the Tao 'is cut-off; Mind I~ and Practice1r therein 

cease; it cannot be commented upon in literature. 

Later. [Shen-hsiu] resided at the Y~-chtuan Monastery in 

the Ching prefecture. In the first year of Ta.-tsu f....fL I = +701j 

he was summoned to the Eastern Capital [= Lo-yang;'$ ~J and, 

acconpanied by carrllage, he came and ~fent between the two Capi

tals [the other being ChIang-an ~ :;; ] • in order to teach., He 

personally acted as ithe Emperors s teacher. 

Tse-t'ien, the Igreat sagely Empress, inquired of the 

Ch' an I1aster Shen-hsli u, saying: "The Dharma which yon trans-

mi t. of whi ch house :i sit the principle doctrine? !I 

He replied: ttl received Llnstruction] at the East Mountain 

Dharma School Jl tP. ~t: r~ in the Ch G i prefecture. II 

"On what scriptUres does [this school] depend? It 

He rep11ed: "Th',e Prajnaparami ta Sutra.ftl1 ~ f:....lJ.. spoken by 

Manjusrl Jl JJk. [whilCh teaChes] one-action samadh1 -1T -=- ~." 
Tse-'t'ien said: "If we discuss cultivation of the Tao~ 

LYoU say that] the East Mountain Dharma 1s unsurpassed. But, 

since you are a disciple of (Hung-]jen, such a phrase natur-

ally becomes you. 10 
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On the thlrtee!!lth day of the Third Noon, in the firs·c 

year of Shen-Iung ff'~l [= +705J, the great Emperor liho re

sponded to the Mandate [=ChUng-tsung t;t J, proclaimed: 

dThe Ch~a~ Master·s traces are far from the common dust [of 

the world] 0 His spiritual excursions are outside [the realm] 

of things. He is identified with the wondertul principle of 

formlessness ~.:fB , and he transforms by teaching lthose It>lhOJ 

are entangled from having missed the path. Wi thin, hi.s con

centration)t resemijles [still] water; wi thout, his morality 

ftt resembles the purity of a pearl. 

"This disciple takes refuge in Buddhism *' ~.. Stopping 

and starting at ford and bridge, I wish to open the Dharma 

gate and long to meet the leader of the Tao. 

~Yesterdayp the Ch'an Master expressed a wish to return 

to his original pref1ecture. (My reply is thatJ this is not 

suitable. I hope yqu will help me to fulfill my wish, and 

will not hinder you:r:self with attachment to your homeland o
d 

A letter was sent to express these sentiments, and no 

more was said [about, returning] .. 

The tlfO Emperorls admiringly rece! ved instruction (from 

Snen-hsiu] and. by his instructions. the people of both Capi

tals were transformetl. Officials and commoners alike received 

his benef'i tSt and innumerable people were ferried [to the 

'other shore-] D Alsp~ an Edict ordered that the pao-en Mona

stery ¥&.;@ ~ be establi shed !Ln the great village of Ll 1- , 
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his birthplace. 

On the twenty-~lght day of the Second Moon in the second 

year of Shen-Iung L* +706J" without sickness t lShen-hsiu] 

peacefully sat [and,wrote his] last testament with three char

acters: uYield to tl11e crooked and the straight" f1 Ai! W lit • 
~ h;l:; Thereafter, he died at the T'len-kung l'lonastery /_ g "j 

in the Eastern Capi~al, aged more than one-hundred years. The 

entire city and the four groups [Of the Samgha] extensively 

adorned [the city] with palatial banne;s. He was ceremoniously 

buried on Lung-men mountain ~~ r~ t.4. 

All of the royal sons-in law and princes wrote funeral 

odes, and an Imperial edict proclaim.ed: "The late Ch'an Master 

Hslu, had a wonderful cognition of external harmony: his in-

ternal spiritual capacity shone clearly. He searched for the 

profound non-duality and he alone obtained the ~ pearl. He 

preserved the gate df True Oneness and he alone made manifest 

the mirror of Mind [iWi th a] perfect and spirt tual response to 

circumstances. 

dRis form was intermingled with the brilliant spirit. and 

he abided in non-actlion ~ ~ • His [worldly] dust was purified 

and hi s [Karma] burden was removed.. Wha t he nouri shed [Wi thin . 

himself] attracted admiration and, daily. his vital essence 

was sharpened. He thoroughly comprehended the future and the 

mystery and subtlety' of previous consciousness. 

"He guided the senses of sentient beings.$;'f.d. a.nd, wi thout 

[deliberate] intention was one with the essence of Great 
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Compassion -A./l- [ma~akarunaJ.. Through transformation, he 

followed (worldly] ~ondltions. 

"All at once (1 am] grieved by this black day's conclusion" 

II will] always remember the teaching of the transmission [Of 

Mind]. And, although his principle is not connected with 

name jz and form 7f8 • and he is not dependent upon posthumous 

honours t [because of my] urgent memories of the r~ster's qUali

ties, ,LI wish) to adorn his gloryo May I declare him the ItCh'an 

Master of Great Penetration it *-Ji.f-jf hip 1" 

Another procla~ation declared that the Palace Librarian 
If -f a Lu cheng-cheuan)~ jR '11i was to be dispatched as a Royal Mes-

senger and to take this Edict to the Ching prefecture where 

it would be displayed. [some of Shen-hsiu's] disciples were 

to be ordained las part of this honour] e Also, s.n official 

name tablet [bearing the Royal Seal] was to be placed on the 

Monastery gate. When these duties were completed lCheng

ch'~anJ was to retunn to the Capital and report to the Em-

peror. 

In praise, h1s disc1ples said: "Utmostly perfect was 

our 101aster. His Taoi exhausted a.bsolute truth ~ ~* [paranilirtha] 

and his pur1"l;y was made clear. He was per:rectly enlightened 

00 BP) [bpiitatathata}, he displayed the highest Tao, and he 

explained the higheslt prajna.. His traces were destroyed, 

[leaving only J the Ohe Il'1ind; Mind which transcends the Three 

Realms. [He] borrowed words to illustrate the Principle J!.. and 
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following this Principle, he was identified with it. He was 

always the Dharma raft, helping what was his to help." 

The great Master said: It'rhe Nirvana. Sutra says, 'The one 

who understands we].;,l is ca.lled a Master of Vinaya e 1f ~rp D the 

truth 1s explained!ln the text. but the realization is wlthin~ 

He also said: "This mind, is it r'i1nd? What Mind is this 

mind?" 

He also said: ~tSeen-form t §., , is it Form? What form 

is this form?" 

He also said: ~tWhen you hear the striking of a bell, 

d.oes the sound exis"1; before or after the striking?lo1That sound 

is this sound?" 

He also said: '~When the sound of the striking bell exists 

only within the Monastery, does this sound exist in the World 

of Ten Directions, ~s well?" 

He also said: '~The body is destroyed, the shadow is noto 

The bridge flows, t~e water does not. Generally speaking, my 

Methodi and my WaYl~ can be summed up by the two characters 

t'i 1f. [substance] and ~ fFI [function]. This is also called 

doubling the Gate of' Profundity; it is also called turning the 

Wheel of the Law: it is also called the fruit of the Pathort 

He also said: 10IWhen you do not see [are unenlightened?] 
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you see (something?J~; when you see Lare enlightened?]. yo,u 

see Lthe same thing?] agalno" 

He also said: .hThe Ying-lo outra ~~ .J~ f.f says" 'The 
~ +-+ 

Bodhisattva Q ~ 1s enlightened but not qUiescent; the Buddha 

1~ though quiescent, still enllghtens.'~ 

He also said: '~The tiniest mustard seed can enter the 

massive Mt. Sumeru, yet Nt. Sumeru can also enter into the 

mustard seed." 

Seeing the flyilng 'birds pass over, he inquired: "What 

thing 1s this?" 

He also said: I!IWhen are you able to sit in meditation 

on the tip of a tree branch?" 

He also said: tCiAre you not able to pass straight through 

the middle of a wall!?" 

He also said: lOiThe Nirvana Sutra says: • There was once 

a Bodhisattva whose ibody had no borders, .. rho came from the 

Eastern region.' If the Bodhisattva's body has no borders, 

how can he come from the Eastern region? Why does he not 

come from the Northe!rn, Western or Southern regions? The 

abili ty to identify ,cannot be obtained. t! 
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Docm1ENT THREE 

'rhe monk Shen-hsiu 1~ J.; , lay-surname Ll ~ • was a native 

of Wei-shih~..t 0:. in the Pien prefecture 71' ')0)'). In his youth, 

he read the Classics~f and Histories ~ completely. Towards 

the end of the Sui ~~ dynasty, he left his family to become a 

monk. 

Later, at the 'rung-shan Monastery j..}.1. ~ on the Twin 

Peak mountains ~ *. ~ in the eh t i prefecture ~ .)0)') , he met 

the monk Hung-jen ~~ ,f}- who took sitting in meditation 1: for 
as being his profession. Thereupon, he sighed with conviction 

and exclaimed, "This is truly my Ir1aster!" 

Immediately he went to serve Hung-jen and especially took 

to voluntarily collecting wood and drawing water, in order to 

seek his [Hung-jen'$] Tao~ e 

In the past, tOT/lards the end of the Later wei1~ 4Jt p their 

was a sramana 1~ [bY the name or] Bodhidharma )iff. He W9.S 

originally an Indian Prince ~ ~ 3L t but renounced household 

life in order "Co [sprituallY] protect the country. He entered 

the South Sea JfJ )w" Gh' an School's Wonderful Law *~ * -5\/:\,;' 7t;.. 
ANO OG-rn,He.D THE. 

'It is said that since [tne time of] Sakyamuni v s -*'f jfJ~ 

transmission, there has been a robe and a bowl Which act as 

signs of this trans~lss1on from generation to generation. 

TaKing this robe and bowl in his hands, Bodhidharma left 

(III.l) 
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[India] and sailed the sea. Arrl vlng in Liang 1L • he paid a. 

vis! t to Emperor Wu.fE\ * . The Emperor asked [Bodhidharma] 

about mundane affairs [~ J.1 )... ~ ] • but Bodhldharma dld not 

speak [back] 0 Thereupon he entered vlei and secluded himself 

at the Shao-lin Monastery on the Sang Mountain ~ ~ 19 ~ ~ 
where he encountere~ poison and died. 

In that year of the Wei d3~asty, the envoy sung-y~n ~ ~ 

saw LBodhidharma's] disciples excavating his tomb at Tseung
·H ;:.1..1 

ling ~,~~ ; they foUnd his robe and his shoes, but nothing 

more. 

Bodhidharma transmitted [the Dharma] to Hui-kll 0 I~' oj who 

once cut off his lefft arm in order to seek just this Dharmae 

Hul-k' 0 transmitted [ ] to [seng-}rsan[1~J;f~ I by whom it was 

transml tted to 'rao-tisln li 1t I by whom it 1'la8 transml tted to 

Hung- jan 5.1>. ,~, e 

Hung-jan. lay-surname ChOU,/~ 11 was a native of Huang-

mei ~ f-EJ. In the beginning [Of his career as a monk] Hung

jen and Tao-hsin li~ed together at the Tung-shan Monastery and, 

for this reason, thelir Dharma was referred to as the "East 

Mountain Dharma SchqolU 3f- J.l.!. 3! P~. 
When Shen-hsiu 'became a disciple of Hu.Ylg-jen. the latter 

valued him deeply [and recognized that he was] extraordinary. 

Addressing him. lHung-jen] said: "I have ordained many men, 

but with regard to p~ofound understanding and complete enlight-

enment, there is no one who surpasses youo" 

Hung .. jen died in the fifth year of Hsien-hengfox; t [= +674J 

(I1I.2) 
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(Thereupon] Shen-hsiu went to the Ching prefecture jf\j ,J.).) and 

dwelled on 11te Tang-yang '$ p~ Jh • Subsequently, [Empress] 

Tse-t e ien !R1J k heard of his reputation and ordered that he be 

escorted to the Capital. When he arrived, [Shen-hsiu] was 

carried into the palace in a shoulder sedan; [further. the 

Empress] personally performed the kneeling ceremony. [She 

also] decreed that the Tu-men r10nastery Ii f~ -1- be bull t on 

Mt. Tang-yang, for the purpose of displaying his virtue q~. 

A t this time. from the Princes.:£ and Dukes ~ down to 
-h 

the scholars -± and ,commoners ~ of the Capi tal ci ty-- [they 

allJ heard of his relputation and struggled to have audiences 

with him. At simply seeing the dust [raised by his feet] 

they prostrated them!selves in respect. Daily, they came by 

the thousand. 

When Chung-tsung t .... '* [posthumous tt tle=] Hsiao-ho ~;f9 
ascended the throne, [he was] even more respectful of Shen

hsiu' s extraordinariness. Also. a Drafting Official +=..f t J-
named Chang-y~eh 5~~ t while maintaining the propriety of 

an immediate disciple~ often asked Shen-hsiu about the Taoo 

Returning [from these sessions] he would say to others: "The 

Ch'an Master's body 1s eight chih ~ long$ his eyebrows are 

bushy and his earlobes are refined. How imposing are his 

majesty and virtuel He has the form of a mighty ruler~d 
ji .b~ Shen-hsiu's fellow student, the monk Hui-neng ~R~ was 

originally a native d>f the Hsin prefecture ~ 'J')'). Cumpared 

to Shen-hsiu in practice 1t and ability f he was evenly 
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matched. After Hung-jen's death, Hui-neng lived at the K'uang

kuo Nonastery)t gJi. ~ in the Shao prefecture ~~ ,).),) • 

Of old, there were many tigers and leopards on Mto Shao

chou [but upon Hui~neng's arrivalJthey all suddenly d1sappeared& 

Far and near. peop~e exclaimed [about this] and they all took 

refuge [in h1m] e 

Shen-hslu onc~ approached Tse-t'ien, requesting that she 

invite Hu1-neng to be escorted to the Capital; however Hui

nang firmly declined. Once again Shen-hsiu repeated the invi

tation. writing the note himself. [In response] Hui-neng sent 

a messenger. saying: "My figure and form are short and vulgar; 

if the people of the Northern regions ~I::..:L see [me] I fear they 

would not esteem my Dharma.. Further, my late 11aster thought 

that my Southern School jf; jf.... had an affinity [-t'1i th the South]; 

this, also, cannot 'be disregarded." 

In the end, he died without crossing the mountain range 

[Which separates tHe North from the south]. Thereupon, his 

·rao was dispersed and trallsmi tted throughout the world. [As 

a consequence] it 1,s said that Shen-hsiu constitutes the 

Northern Scool;:lt ~f-. • and that Hui-neng constitutes the Southern 

School. 

In the second ~ear of Shen-lung rt ~~ [= +706J Shen-hsiu 

died. Scholars and' commoners alike came to his fQ~eral pro-

cession. Also, there was a decree that the posthumous title 

"eh'an Uaster of Great Penetration" f..-iffL 1~B1i be conferred 

[upon him].. Furthermore, B.t Hsiang-wang ;}e..£ , his former 
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residence, the Pao-en 110nastery ~ lZ ?E- 1- was esta.blished. 

Prince Fan of Ch' i L1~ ..:E. ~~ , Chang-yl1eh p and the se-

lected scholar Lu hUng,,,}.1 J?:~ all wrote eulogies. After 

Shen-hsiu's death, his disciples PtU-ChiW-~ and I-fU~'1iz 

were both esteemed @y their contemporaries. 

(III.5) 
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DOCUJvlENT FOUR 

"Shen-hsiu 1'! Ji of the Ching prefecture 'W'\ .J.j.) and 
the Tu-men lIionastery)~ F'1 ~ on Mto Tang-yang '$ ~tI-\,1t 

The monk Shen-mslu. lay-surname L1 1 was a native of Wel

sh1h -¥i (t, which 1$ now the Eastern capi tali-. t. In his youth, 

he comprehensively l"'ead the Classlcs~~ and Histories ~ and was 

well-learned. Thereafter, he was determined to renounce worldly 

[life] ; shaving [h1s head] and dyeing [his clothe~ he then 

rece! ved the Dharma?~. 

Later, on the Twin Peaks 1~.$ at the Tung-shan Monastery 

~ j}.J. ~ in the Ch lt 1 prefecture ~X- 'H) he encountered the Fifth 

Patriarch Jz.1-B, Mas~er Jen .~. g;p e [rhis latter] took sitting in 

medi tat10n .± f~ as 11.1s profession. Thereupon, Shen-hsiu sighed 

and said, I'This really is my Master." Thus, he dilllgently 

took to carrying water and collecting wood while seeking [Hung

jen's] Taoit. 

Towards the end! of the former tvei '1} ~r6, there was an 

Indi?l1 lZ ~{- sramana )j;- p~ [by the name of] Bodhidharma -i! ~ who 

obtained the Oh' an Sichool' s 1~ ~ Wonderful Law ~+ ~2; e Since 

Sakyamunl Buddha ~~ ~ 1~ [the Dharma] has been transml tted i'11 th 

, a robe and a bowl whiich act as signs of this transmission from 

generation to generation. 
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Sailing the sea, [Bodhidharma left India and] came [to 

Ch1na, where] Emperor Wu i\; t{l of Liang~ inquired about mundane 

affairs [ 1f ~ 7- .f ] • Bodhidharma esteemed the direct-path 

transmission of the essence of mind J"'::.t ~ [but] this important 

teaching [and the E~peror's concerns] were mutually incompatible. 

Thereupon, like a rock throlm into the watero [Bodhidharma] 

entered Wei and secliluded himself a.t the Shao-lin Monastery Iy M- :B= 

on Mount Sung 1; J;... where he subsequently died. 

-hl~ r J l ] At Tstung-ling ,~1/J. that l-same year, a Wei envoy named 

Sung-y6n?F.~ saw [Bbdhidharma's] follqwers excavate his tomb. 

They found his robe and his shoes p and that was all. [His] 

Dharma was transml tted to Hui-k' 0 ~ .. ;r , by whom 1 t was trans

mitted to Seng[-tsanJ1~[~ff]e by whom it was transmitted to Tao

hsin ~ 1t • who transmi tted it to [Hung-] jen [~J,il~· 0 Jen and Hsin 

dwelled together upon. 'rung-shan: therefore, their Dharma &ras 

known] as the East M0untaln Dharma School J.. t4 )-t. r~. 

As soon as Shen~hsiu began serving Hung-jen, the latter 

silently recognized his profundity; moreover. he addressed him 

with reverence, saying: "The people I have ferried [to 'the 

other shore e] are numerous, but when it comes to complete"and 

perfect enlightenment, you are surpassed by none." 

In the middle of Shang~ynn j:. 7L [= +674J t Hung-jan died 

ends thereafter, Shen-hsiu crossed the river and went to live 

on Mt. Tang-yang ~ 1~ d-I • Buddhist followers from the four 

seas heard of [Shen-hisiuOs] reputation a.nd scattered his Tao. 

[His] fragrance ~fas p:raised and its scent reached everywhere. 

(IV.2) 
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The Empress Irse-t' ien fJ.IJ 1- [alsoJ heard about him and or

dered that he be brdught to the Capital. [upon his arriVEd, Shen

hsiu] was escorted to the Palace in a shoulder-sedan; moreover, 

[ Tse-t 'ien] personal:]~y kneeled before him in [the Imperial] cha.pel G 

Abundant praise was bestowed upon him and he was frequently asked 

about the Tao. It was also decreed that--upon the mountain where 

he formerly dwelled-~the Tu-men Monastery ~ f~ ~ be erected as 

a tribute to his virtue1~ • 

A t this time t from the Princes.±.. and Dukes J); dOlrn to the 

scholars ± and masses J$? of the Capt tal ci ty-- [they ali] strug

gled to have a.n audience with him.. At seeing the dust (raised 

by his feet] they SUbIllissively prostra.ted themselves; daily" 

they came by the thoUsands. When Emperor Chung-tsung 4f ~ 
[posthumous ti tle= ] Hsiao-ho *;3f" ascended to the throne, he 

esteemed [Shen-hsiU] ,even more [than had the Empress]. 

A Drafting Offl~lal t i ~ [named] Chang-yfieh"5-l tit would 

frequently question [Shen-hslu] about the Dharma, and main

tained the propriety of an immediate disciple. Returnlng~rom 

these sessions] hew0uld say to people: "The Chfan Master's 

body is eight .£hi!:! f!..., long, his eyebrolfs are bushy and his eyes 

are refined. His majesty and virtue are eminently lofty. [He 

has] the capacities of a mighty king." 

In the beginning [of his career as a monk] the Cheen Mas

ter Hui-neng ~,~~ waS a fellow-student of Shen-hsiu; and with 
h~ /.- ~ regard to virtue 1.~ practice 1'J and appearance <ft:l they were 

reciprocally matched. They were mutually helpful, and neither 
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was favoured by the Tao. 

[Shen-hsiul on~e approached the Empress TOien and re

quested that Hui-neng be escorted to the Capital; however, 

Hui-neng firmly declined. Shen-hsiu sent another note, this 

time writing it himself, and explained that the Empress's 

intention 1n summon:iJ.ng him up [had been to plese Shena.hsiu]. 

[Still] they were unable ~o change his mind]. A messenger 

was sent [by HUi-neng] saying: "My appearance ~~ is not very 

handsome; if the peqple of the Northern region dt ± would 

see (my] shortness and vulgarity, I fear they would not re

spect [my] Dharma. 'Further. my former Naster thought I had 

an affinity to Ling-nan t:R ifJ : this, too, cannot be dis.re

garded. 1f 

In the end. [nUi-neng] did not cross the Ta-yn mo~~taln 

range -f:.- J~ fJJ.. 5-rhich separates the North from the South] 9 yet 

his Tao was transmi t!ted throughout the world. It is said that 

the Hsiu School is the Northern, and the Neng School 1s the 

Southern: the names of the two schools ('north' and 'soutn') 

are derived from this. 

In the second year of Shen-lWlg ~~ ~t [= +706] Shen-hsiu 

died. Scholars and corrmoners alike attended his funeral pro-

cession. He was given the posthumous title "Ch'an Master of 

Great Penetration" -j;.. J.!Jl 1¥ sift : also, at Hsiang-wang ig ~ II 

his former residence, the Pao-en P-10nastery was established .. 

Prince Fan of Cn e 1 J\:X ..L Wt ~ the Duke at" Yen, Cha...'II1.g-yfteh 

;~~ @ IJ;: ~tt ~L ,and the selected scholar Lu-hang J1 ;7.~ , each 

( IVo4) 
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prepared a eulogYe The eminen~ scholars and well-kno~m officials 

who mourned [hiS death J could not be cotUlted. [Shen-hsiU' S 1 
disciples PSU-Ch1%;~ and I-fu Ix. t~ were both esteemed at; 

Court a~d in the country because they followed their former 

Historian' s Commentary :5' ... ..;a : 

The d1ffering smells of the b1tter and the sweet oon

flict with one anotner. If the sweet cannot vanquish the 

bitter, then pure bl'tterness will prevail for the moment; 

[conversely] if the bitter cannot overcome the sweet, then 

pure sweetness will function in the event. If the case 1s 

similar to this, [it' is llke] prescribing medioine 'to treat 

a disease: partial emphasis [i.e. D bitter or sweet herbs] 

surely departs [from the prescription's J effectiveness. 

Of old, wi tn th'~ death of Bodhidharma,· subtle words 

ceased to be. Since the funeral of the Fifth Patriaroh, the 

Great Teaching -A-l pas d1sappeared. As for [Shen-J hsiu, he 

[advocated] dusting and wiping to enlighten the mind; as for 

[Hui-]ueng, [he claimed that] the whole 1s non-existent, and 

thereby promoted the Taoo 

When we come to' [what] circulates in, ;tnd inf"luences 

the North region, [1·1; can be seen that they] honor cultivation 

and the practice of dilligence; from here, divergence begins. 

Tne teaohing of the Sudden Gate ~~ r~ ~o Enlightenment] has 

flourished and been served in the South. Thereat'ter, Ho-tse 

(IVe 5) 
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:fci 7~ [the school of Shen-hul f>f ~ J preva.iled in the r.Uddle 

Land. With ~he Sudden Gate (they] rejected complicated cul

ti v'ation and refinemen~, but [still] did not remove the Great 

Rock [Shen-hstU?]. 

Those who press a string against the elephan~s hide are 

acting wi~h hasty m~nds and spending their time in vain. Thus, 

they encouraged eacn one to love his Oltm relativesi/ and they 

grouped themselves apart. 

Jrt> ;ii- [ Therefore. LU-;1i ~ 'f:. a disciple of Shen-hsiu, an~ a court 

OffiCial] reported to the throne that Shen-hui [ShOUld. be J 
censored and deported to Lo-yang 7~ f'~: this was because [Shen

hui] erroneously treated the illness with only one medicine. 

Subsequen~ly, the mutual conflict between the bitter and the 

sweet was made manl~est and verified. 

The principle alf illness has not ye~ been affected, but 

perverse quarrels have already been completed. Man should 

only have esteem for the Dharma: what rea,son is there for men 

to diminish the Law '[ because of personal conflicts]? 

These two dlsci,ples were unable to accomplish the task of 

washing the dust off the Master's feet, but they lwere able to] 

break his legs lwith ease]. Is this notanalagous to their 

understandingt 

( IV.o) 
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DOCUf"iENT FIVE 

Selections froID,: 

"Eulogy for the Chtan Master of G~eat 
Penetration :K i&- 1-~ prp from the Yu
ch' uan r'lonastery ..£}jt Jj in the Ching 
prefecture #J ,),),) It 

Discourse: The Four Basic Elements\7JJ f- are completed 

by what? The body ~ 0 

J- ~ ± The ten-thousand established Dharmas ~ ~J ~~ are mastered 

by what? The mind ',-,~ 0 

Th bd 1 .t:.)"ii, e 0 y s emp~,y !l!:. l;I 

h 
Thus, w'hen this body is seen as void 5:. it 1s the be-

ginning of Mysterious Function ,,~y If) I) 

The mind is not' realJf' t 
, 

Thus, when the mind is viewed as illusorY~l , this it-

self is the highest trutn ~ •••• 

The Wonderful [Tao] originally conflicts with language: 

when words are out, the 'rrue doctrine is hidden. Therefore. 

the Tsthagats's ~a~lntentlon was to transmit the Essential 

Tao ~ it ; he had the strength to uphold Perfect Virtue i. 1~- • 
For myriad kalp~s, and distantly, he hands over the 

mudra sealJl fP; in the moment of a single thought, and 
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instantly ~ he racei ves the Buddhakal§: 1* jy .. 
Who is the man who will enlarge upon this? This man, 

the precious Ch'an master of great penetra.~ion .. 

The Ch'an master who was honoured and praised as Hgreatly 

penetrating". had the (taboo name) of Shen-hsiu ff ~ ; origi

nally sur-named Li t t he was a native of Wei-shih 4-t (y in 

Chen-liu Ml & .. 
His mind saw through the nine asravas n~ and his pro

found understanding was quick to be awakened.. His body was 

eight £h!h ~ long and he [possessed] refined eyebrows and 

large ears.. He cornesponds to the form of princes and earls; 

he is in agreement with the capacities of the virtuous and 

the sagely. 

In his youth, hie was a total student. wandering to the 

borders of the Yang-'tze )~ [in order to] inquire about the 

profound doctrines of Lao:t and Chuang xl , the principle 

meanings of the Histiories -t.. [bP] and the Book of Changes ~ [f-.ZfJ 
and the Sutras ~-7ff. and Sastras ±~ of the Three Vehicles 3- 3J( .. 
He also observed the' fourfold Vinaya 'i!5} ~'-1*.. He thoroughly 

understood the gramrrtS.r and commentaries of the ~[-wenJ ~.i [RJ 
and he penetrated the phonetics of both 'V-lu ~ and Chin ~ "".0 

In the year that he understood the Heavenly Mandate J::- . .(;p 
[= age fifty], he uprooted himself from the world of men. 

He respectfully heard that [Hung-] jen [~J If!..-. who had pene

trated the Dharma 5t of the Ch' an school f~ f~ was residing 

( V.2) 
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in the Ch' i prefecture '1 'H) $ 

When Bodhidharma it If' came east from India 1:-J!.., the 

Dharma. was transmitted to Hui-kt 0 ~ 01 t then Seng-tsan 1~ "J:ti 
then trao-hslnJi 1~ . and then to Hung-jen. The name [or the 

SChoOl] continued; ~he footprints [Of the teaching] were re

peated; the characteristics were continued by the Five Bril-
- 0,L llances :b-)LJ • 

Thereafter, not impeded by great distance, [Shen-hstu] 

overcame [mountains] and crossed [rivers] in order to pay a 

visit to the Mastero With regard to profoQ~d understanding, 

his empty t receptive,. and fertile mind was identical to the 

rich mind of his tea!cher. His deep apprehension was on the 

same path as the True Vehicle y{ -*- . He exhaustively pointed 

out false consciousness *- ~~ t al'ld clearly viewed the Original 

Mind ;f t'-.J- 0 He dwe~lled in the qUiet state of nirodha. ~ itx: 
"3 ~ and acted in the spblere beyond affirmation.lE and denial ~ • 

He had a Master, and [was thus able to] complete [his] 

training 0 [This completion] is that which Dipamkara Buddha 

j:.~-Ji j(;lflLl..1~[described as] the Dharma.-gate of the King of Empti

ness 3t ~ 7t r' whic~ cannot be spoken of with words. 

For six years, he dllligently attended [his Master] 

stopping neither day nor night. The Grand Master, sighing, 

said, "The East Mountain Dha.rma %- ;.1. 3t.. is exhausted in 

Shen-hsiu." 

Hung-jen then o~dered that his ~Shen-hsiu·s] feet be 

(v.3) 
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washed, and suggested that they sit together [in meditation]. 

Thereupon, lShen-hsj,.u] tearfully took leave and departed, con

cealing himself in $eclusion. 

During I-fung 1J~ )."i\.l= +676 to 679 J he began to establish 

" . himself B.t the Yu-c!'a'uan Monastery, where his name is in the 

Register of Monks. 

Seven miles east of this monastery, the earth is flat 

and the mountains ai-a lofty; regarding them. he said: "This 

is just the soli ta.rt peak for the Lanka ~~ 1:iJ':l school. and a 

monastery for ordination. Lying on the grass under tho'se 

shady pinetrees, I would grow old there." 

lBut as] the cloud follows t,he dragon, and the wind 

follows the tiger~ LSO too] must the Sage come out when the 

Great Tao prevails ••• e 

The disciples were repeatedly looked after (by Shen-hstuJ, 

and there were some who excelled in the four states of dhyana 

~ fl. Seventy redeived official prominence, and three

thousand tasted the Tao ~J1t . [Still) they did not surpass 

[the Master1. 

With regard to the genera.l outline of his Dharma, [he 

advocated] focusing on each single thought in order to stop 

mentation.t ~- [=samjnaj II and using utmost strength lr.l order 

to control the mind :r~F\ ''':'''-. As for his entrance A : classes 

are levelled and everyone is a Sage ~ ; as for his benefltf1: 

practice has nei theI' before nor after. 

(V.4) 
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Before one entlers sama.4h1. the ten-thousand ties [must 

be] exhaustively cut-off. After the mind of Wisdom ~ arises, 

all things are thus as they are. 

He maintained and respected the Lankavatara Sutrats 

transmission of the essence of mind ',,~ ~ t and surpassed those 

of the past who had. not recognized it. 

By the middle of Chiu-shih Rt~ [= +700J, the Master's 

Springs and Autumns had been many_ He was summoned to the 

Capital and. upon his arrival. was carried into the Palace 

upon a shoulder sedano Her Majesty lTse-t'ien ~'l ~J , 'sur

rendered her positi9n as the Ruler of ten-thousand chariots, 

in order to bow do~ before him. The Palace had been care-

fully cleened and prepared. He was highly esteemed and he 

dwelled there in peace. 

Of those who transmit the Sagely Tao, he alone does not 

face North. Of those who possess grand virtue, he alone does 

not respect the prowriety of ministers. 

Subsequently. ne was elected Dharma Master of the Two 

Capi tals [Ch tang-an*- r:;; and Lo-yang )~ p,-, ] ' and was the 

National Teacher l~ ~~ of Three Emperorso He was looked upon 

as the noon-time sun of Buddhism. and as another manifes-

tation of Gotamao.oo 

[However] always surrounded by high officials and beau

tiful ladies-in-waiting, he was thus unable to preach the 

Esoteric Doctrine •••• 
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[Sti111 the Majesty's respect Lfor Shen-hsiu] increased 

from day to day; the Court's grace accumulated from reign to 

reign. At Tang-yang ~ ?~ , where he held his first assembly, 

a monastery ~ named Tu-men * r~ was established. At his 

forefathers' home in Wei-shih ~t ~ t a monastery named Pao

en $a. ~~ was built. His name wa.s kno~m everywhere, and his 
;,aa 

manifestation of Virtue 1';z,- was incomparable 0 

[NonethelessJ me disliked his circumstances and the 

noise from the Royal carriages. For a great length of time 

he longed for the empty valley rf ~ and repeatedly begged 

to [be able to] return to the mountainso After his long 

stay [in the CaPital], he was nothing but worn out and troubled 

by his sorrows. 

When the form is dispersed, the spirit is completed; 

When the body is washed out, strength is wilted. 

During the nigHt of the twenty-eigth day of the Second 

Moon of the second year of Shen-Iung ff ~l [= +706J. hel calmly 

entered Nirvana JfX • 
The Ch'an 1'1ast~r received his full ordination at T'ien-

;r;.. rh :l:. ;:+. h,dD [ ] 
ktmg Monastery /'- ~ j I in the e~ghth year of Wu-te )'N 1;2; = +625 

[under the cycle of] Yi-yu; this year, [under the cycle Of] 

Ping-wu, he returned to this monastery and died [thereJo 

He was a full monk for eighty years. Having been born 

towards the end of the SUi~~ Dynasty. his age was over one-

hundred years. Howe~ert he himself never discussed this 

(V.6) 
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subject; thus, no Qne knew his exact age •• o • 

[on the day of his funeral], the Son of Heaven lCT 
came out from the Palace gate, and his tears fell on his 

golden mourning robes. He climbed to a high place and then 

stopped there, watcihing the procession until it was out of 

his eye; he then relturned to his carriage .. 

From the Yellolw River to the Yang-tze I> people sadly 

waited by the roadsllde for his body to pass. Hundreds of 

carriages with bannlers and flo~lers were di splayed p the fra

grant cloud of which covered a thousand 11 ~ .••• 

(v.7) 
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Appendix 'B': 

IIComments on penetrating the Sutras 
wi th l1paya," by Tsung-mi # ~ . 
(Translated from the textual version 
gi venby n .. Ui in Zenshu. shi kenk;y:u p 

Volume I, pp.356-3b7.) 
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Comment.s On Penetrating The Sutras vJi th upaya 

(These are called the five upaya) 

Io THE ESSENCE OE BUDDHA 

The first [l:\.p2.ya ] is a general explanation of the 

essence of Buddha{~1$f and relies upon the Awakening of 

Fai th. It is said that a Buddha is enlightened fJJ ; self

enlightened, he enlightens others and [thereby is] enlight-

enment completedo 

To transcend$.ii the mind is called 'self-enlightenment O 

(to realize that the mind is no-mind constitutes 
the transcendence of mind). 

To transcend form ~ is called 'enlightening others' 

(to realize that the body is no-body constitutes the 
transcendence of form)., 

To transcend both [mind/form] is called the 'com
pletion of enlightenment-

(to realize the characteristics of a 'self' and tother' 
that transcend body and mind is a liberating awareness 

(§J -f"£ 1(a iU ) ~ 
II vii th regard to the meaning of what is referred to as 
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'enlightenment', it is said that the essence of Mind is 

beyond thou.ght JJj1t !t 0 ;rhe characteristics of being beyond 

thought are analagous to a sphere of empty sky;1; ~ q. a It 0" 

(As for the mind, it explains 'self-enlighten
mente; it is said that [one should] neither 
be delighted by praise, nor angered. by scoffing. 
Being beyond thought is identical to no-mind 
*,.''''~ and no-mind il'? identical to the empty sky; 
because they are of the same essence t [no-min~ 
and a sphere of em.pty sky are referred to as 
analagous" How'ever, an arising-mind jfg '-:"; is 
not analagous to a sphere of empty sky.) 

" •• Qwhich reaches everywhere. The one characteristic of 

the world of Reali ty r dharmadhatu :;1:.. ~]o .0" 

(As for form, it explains the 'enlightening 
of othel!'s'e) 

" .. 0 Qis none other than the universal Essence-body [dharma

kiiya ;t. t J of the Ta thaga ta * ;K .. If 

(As for both [mind/form], they explain the 
'completion of enlightenment'.) 

Accordingly, [one shouldl always and unceasingly pay 

attention to mind fiJ ''0~ and nourish the dharmalraya. No-

body. no-mind, no-heaven. no-earth: this is utter purity; 

it is also referrea to as the perfection and completion of 

the dharmakaY~e However, just one glance at the arising

mind produces both mind and form; thereby. the qharmakaya 

is destroyed. 



NOilT, form is the form-aggregate r rupaskandha l!, -*i ] 
which refers to the five sense-organs ~*a and the six 

objects of cognition~)t 0 Mind comprises the other four 

aggregatese An • aggregate , signifies what is gathered to

gether; this is also referred to as a 'lin' Pi: t and t yin' 

signifies what is covered-over. 

It is said that if [one] is free from thought, then 

there is no-mind; no-mind is identical to no-form. Mind 
--=E. .1i and form are pure/~ ?1 , the five aggregates are eternally 

empty ~ therefore~ [no-mind] is named the One Charac-

teristic. 

The twelve sense-fields (ayatanal and the eighteen 

sense-spheres [dhatuJ regulate perception. [But] it is 

said that if one is beyond the sense-organs, the objects 

of cognition, a..'I1d consciousness fie e, the components of 

the eighteen dhi~u]t then the dh~tu will 'reveal themselves 

as eternally emptiy and quiet. 'rhe sense-organs are empty, 

the objects of cognition are pure; the sense-organs are 

no-mind, the objelcts of cognition are sagely .. 

The Sage ~~ is perfect.. If the eye sees form and 

the intellect [manas ~. ] similarly perceives form, this 

is the defiled world of Reality [dharmadhatu1; but if the 

intellect does not similarly perceive [form], it is the 

pure dharmadhatu. ~{i th regard to the ear and the other 

sense-organs, it is also so. 
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Glancing at the arising-mind affirms the eighteen 

dhatu, but no-mirild is of [only1 one characteristic; this 

single characteristic is [itself1 without characteristicse 

~lhen confro!ilting the world of objects, being without 

movement is called 'thus', not following responses is 

'come' [together = 'thus come' = 'rathagata] G If one sees 

form, then there are hate and love and so forth; this is 

'movement' this is fgoing', it is not 'thus', it is not 

'come' • 'rherefo:re, being without hate and love is a Ii b

erating awareness fg -i1 *' to 
This is the eye-consciousness of the Tathagata of 

Illumination, (his ear-[consciousnessl, etc., also exem-

plify this). Other Tathagatas, of Infinite Guidance, 

Fragrance, Ambrosia, Gathered Flowers, and of the Dharma 

Gate, are similarly matched to the other five conscious-

nesses .. 

Arriving at this: do not perceive an existent body, 

the body is the Buddha; do not perceive an existent: mind, 

the mind is the Buddha; body and mind should never be 

perceived, body a.nd mind are ever the Buddha. 

II.. OPENING 'rHEwISDml GATE 

'rhe second [uEaya 1 , opening the wisdom gate, relies 

on the Lotus Sutr:a. uOpen [the gate of] Buddha-wisdom, 

manifest it, [help others to] realize and enter ito" 
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It is said that body and mind are unmoving 1-1.:1; thus, 

understand that no-thought is tranquility ~ o Sight, hearing, 

contemplation, and knowledge: these are wisdom. If' the 

[gate to the] unmoving is opened up, this unmovingness [it

self] becomes the ability to manifest wisdom from 'tranquility. 

When the intellect is unmoving, the discernment~ gate 

is opened; when the five sense-organs are unmoving, the 

wisdom~ gate is opened. The function of discernment is 

knowledge 1c.o; the function of wisdom is perception ~. This 

is called "opening [the gate] of Buddha-wisdom" [1e., wisdom 

as jnana-knowledg,e of things and pra,jna.-perception of 

realitY=1~~~. rhis wisdom is bodhio 

As for bodhiJ it cannot be attained through either 

mind or body. Nirvana is bodhi because all characteristics 

are therein extinguished. If the eye sees form but does not 

suffer the hindrance of form-as-cognitive-object: this is 

eye-bodhi, (for the ear, nose, tongue, and for touch and 

volition it is also thus). Vlhen the six sense-organs are 

not hindered by the characteristics of any cognitive objects, 

this is perfect and complete mahabodhi. 

Knowledge is fundamental wisdom; it is connected to 

the absolute t; perception is specific discriminatory 

1/'-
l'lisdom; it completes the relative ~. 

What is direotly connected to the absolute, first 

takes c~roboration as fundamental. If corroboration is 
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not taken as primary, what wisdom 12.E .gu there is will be in 

accord with impu~itYe But when the blaze of the SBm burns 

amidst the six defilements, freedom is attained" Why? Only 

because corroboration is taken as fundamental~ Accordingly, 

wisdom does not defile the six cognitive objects; this 

wisdom that clearly reveals itself everywhere is Buddha

wisdom 1~ k 5Uo 
Below is explained why ilBuddhas and World Honoured 

Ones only perform One Great Act - *- .. t If and so forth. 

IIIe MANIFESTING 'raE INCONCEIVABLE LIBER.ATION 

The third u:paya [manifestsJthe inconceivable li

beration, snd relies on the Vimalakirti Butra. It is said 

that a glance at the arising-mind is bondage; the nOTI

arising mind is f~eedom. A man of the second vehicle re

pudiates clamour and resides in a state of quietudeo 

"To be desirbus of dhyana-samadhi is a fetter for a 

Bodhisattva; but what is imperishable, non-quiet, and pro

duced by upaya [effects] a Bodhisattva's release o " 

When a man of the second-vehicle resides in meditation 

1E: t he is unable to preach the Dharma ~i 3! ; when he comes 

out of meditation~ he preaches a Dharma that is produced 

and destroyed. Consequently, when the mind is not watered 

and fertilized by meditation, this is referred to as the 
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stage of nominal wisdom [the lowest of the ten stages]. 

But when Dharma is preached from the unmoving center~ 

this unmoving [itself] is upala, and the preaching of the 

Dharma is wisdom ~_" IV-hen a man of the second vehicle hears 

the Dharma being preached t the unmoving constitutes upaya 

and he then dwells in the unmoving center. However~ with

out a Liberated Awareness fJ.(t *:fi;. though he resides in 

meditation he is still unable to preach the Dharma. 

In the meditative state of a Bodhisattva there is both 

wisdom and a Liberated Awareness: thus, he is not hindered 

by fetters and meditation and wisdom are attained. When 

[one dwells] in the center of the empty:§.. formless ~;fa non

created~1f Dharma, because of the self-moderation of the 

passions this is called wisdom. 

'rhe five agg:regates are empty:the Liberation of Empti

ness" The six de,filements (or cogni ti ve . objects) are wi th

out conception: the Formless Liberation. The mind is with

out conditions: the Non-created Liberation. These are 

referred to as the 'rhree Entrances to Liberation., 

Below, the ten types of sutra literature are explained. 

IV. THE TRUE NATURE OF DHARMA 

The fourth [upaya] illuminates the true nature of 

dharma and relies on the Visesacinti Brahma sutra" It is 

said that when mimd does not arise, self-nature l svabhava 
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(3 /J?l.] is transcended ~i ; when consciousness ~ is not 

produced, the limi ts of desire 1~ ~fjt.. are transcendedc 

Seeing is the silent-nature of the eye (and so forth 

for hearing and the other five senses). 

When the mind does not arise, this is no-mind ~ '~- ; 

when thereis no-mind, this is nature without boundaries 

~;J>t'li: this is oalled the true nature of dharma. 

'rhe eye is desire, the form is the limitation: when 

eye-consciousness is not produced, the limits of desire 

. are transcended (and so forth for ear- [consciousness] and 

the other five [slense-consciousnesses])., 

The remainder is like the other sectionse 

v. ·rHE LIBER-ArION OF NON-DIFFERENTIArION 

The fifth [ ulPaya) makes known the Non-differentiated 

~I ~ Self-so {g !t:.": Un-hindered i?.Z"M. Li beration, and relies 

on the Garland Sultr~.o 'rhe totally Unhindered 11an affirms 

the Unhindered Way~., Only one Way leads out of life and 

death [samsara,!£ 78J; this is the Non-abiding ~ 1:1 ~'Iay, 
which is neither long nor short. Where the Liberated Man 

walks is the Liberated Way. 

Because of Non-differentiation, one is able to tran

scend both the sense-organs and their objects 0 If "bhe eye 

sees that form is without differentiation, no forlli-object 
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is able to be a hindrance. The Unhindered Way transcends 

sense-objects and form, and is not contaminated. To per-

ceive that seeing is beyond contamination is the Liberated 

Wayo . If one departs from impurity and the characteristics 

;fa of the sense-organs and the objects of sense, then each 

dharma will be without the objects which arrive at impurity. 

But when there is wisdom [as knowledge and perception 

= ~~Jp this al0ne preserves the universally shining 

Illumination: 

The Unhindered Way enlightens in steps ~ ;' 

The Liberated 'Vlay m.)Tsteriously*}'- enlightens; 

Step-enlightenment is the shining of dis
cernment ~ : according to the nature1~ it 
causes characteristics to arisee 

I1ysteri,ous-enlightenment is the shining of 
wisdom~. : it pacifies the nature and takes 
hold of the characteristics. 

Discernment is able to illuminate the Universal J]l; 

Wisdom is able to illuminate the Particular ~ ; 

The awarenesls that then reveals itself is the ll..i1.iver-

sally shining Illumination. 

step-enlightenment is great discernment; mysterious-

enlightenment is great wisdom. When mind does not ar1~e~ 

this is mental suchness J-..:.;!9f; when mind is such, all things 

are sucho Suchness is discernnent, and discernment 1s able 

to embody w"isdoID; this is called Great Prajna -Ie- ~ ~ 
'iEl .~- • 
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